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Local public agencies that will
conduct meetings this week
include:

CITY COUNCIL
*The Murray City Council will
meet in regular session at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, June 10, in the
council chambers on the second floor of city hall.
SCHOOL BOARD
*The Calloway County School
Board will meet in regular session at 7 p.m. Thursday, June
10, in the central office
located on College Farm Road.

EVENT
• The Murray State
ljniyersity/Community Summer Band will present its first
concert of the 1993 season
Tuesday. June 8, at 7 p.m. on
the lawn in front of Lovett
Auditorium on the campus of
Murray State.

INSIDE
*LAS VEGAS — Age and a
lively young Tommy Morrison
didn't do in George Foreman
so much as a soft heart.
Once a glowering fighter
with a mean streak, Foreman
came to the end of his second
incarnation in the ring as a
man who finally lost his will
to put his opponent away.
Page 6

*PHOENIX — The Chicago
Bulls are looking for an early
knockout.
Sure, Bulls coach Phil Jackson goes overboard praising
the Phoenix Suns. Page 6

FORECAST
Tonight, mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Low 70 to 75. Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph. Wednesday, warm and humid with a
good chance of thunderstorms.
High 85 to 90. Chance of rain
50 percent.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY — 73'
359.2, 0.0: below 303.2, +0.4
BARKLEY — 73'
359.2, -0.1; below 305.6, +0.9

Clinton agrees to changes
Mitchell, D-Maine, said following the meeting that included
Clinton and his top aides and
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
D-N.Y.
The president summoned congressional leaders to die White
House today to farther explore
the possibility of a compromise.
Neither the administration nor
Democratic leaders said how
much a cut in the energy tax designed in its original form to
raise S72 billion oser five years
changes in the energy proposal
— would be acceptable to the
— one of the. most controversial
on.
administrati
five,
portions of his $5007,billion
But administration of
year deficit reductiOn plan -- in
speaking on the condition of
hopes of winning moderate and
anonymity, said Clinton could
conservative support.
lox with scaling back the tax
White House Communications
back by about Si bilh.m.
Director Islark,7Gearan said on
(top
open
The otticials said Clic ton at NBC today that "we're
abanthis point did POI %%,!•1
and welcoming additional spenddon a broad-based energy tax -ing cuts. ... The president has
based on the heat content as nicaalways said that he expects when
sured in British thermal units
this bill got to the Senate, there
entirely.
very well could he more spending
However, Clinton himself
cuts."
scented less than adamant when
"There will be less in the way
ask,d about the Lis al a pi lureof taxes.... There will be more in
taking, s,..ssion at Ow sta rt of
cuts,"
the way of spending
Senate Majority Leader Tarviree--7-KI-7 •

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House said today it will
accept "additional spending
cuts" and is agreeing to scale
back the proposed energy tax in
an effort to breath new life into
President Clinton's endangered
economic program.
Clinton says the concession
will produce a bill "that can pass
the Senate, pass the Congress."
The president agreed in a
mecting with Senate Democratic..
leaders Monday to acerhl

By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Time* Stan Writer

With hopeful cries of "Check"
anl "Checkmate," a crowd of 62
chess players will descend upon
Murray State University for an
intense week-long camp...and an

opportunity to study with some of
the top-rated chess players in the
country.
The camp, sponsored by Murray State University Chess Club,
Murray Scholastic Chess Association and the Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach, is scheduled June 20-26 on
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• TURN TO PAGE 2

ers at Ninth and Vine Streets Monday afternoon. Of ricers will be
randomly holding road-side inspections for city sti, kers.

Road blocks catch offenders
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

(Jt Ion. tor area chess enthusiasts
the Murray State campus.
of all ages. In an exhibition at
"We have 62 participants comMS(.'s Curris Center, he played
ing from the eastern and central
23 games simultaneously, &teatparts of the United States," said
21 individuals.
canw dircs- vir
Dr. Bill Pri
grandmaster, Ihnitr‘
Another
think the camp ss ill be highly
Chicago, who is ..urof
iurevieh
succesful."
12th in the United
ranked
rently
The camp will teature Gregory
well-known for his
and
States
Kaidanov. Kentucky 's resident
dies, teaching abilities, will also
grandmaster, who is currently the
pros ide instruction.
second-highest rated chess player
Price said there are only. 240
"
in the United State:.
grxilinasters in the world, makKaidanov spent two week: in
ing the group very
Murray last June, teaching a
(nlwr instructors tor the camp
chess class, working with area
scholastic che-s7SToaches and proII TURN TO PAGE 2
viding private lessons and consul-

If new businesses are looking
for incentives to re-locate tin.
Murray and Calloway County,
they are out of luck.
"Our relationship with incentives has been limited because
our low unemployment rate keeps
us from qualifying for them,"
said Steve Zea, executive director

of the Murray -Calloway ( ounty
Chamber of Commerce.
However, Marshall County
qualifies for KREDA, which
stands for Kentucky Rural Economic Development Authority.
"In order to qualify, the county
has to have an unemployment
rate higher than the statewide
average for live of the last five
years," said Bob Qualls, president
and CEO of the Marshall County

(11.1mb,i of Commerce.
KREDA's mission is to bring
good manufacturing businesses to
rural areas and Qualls said it is
not a give-away.
"We're not giving away anything and we aren't depleting the
tax base if the jobs weren't there
in the first place," Qualls said.
"My assessment of why-the tax,„_
income hasn't grown .on the corporate level is because business

For those who procrastinated.
it is too late.
Ptilice officers are now citing
drivers who do not have city
stickers displayed on their cars.
Murray Police Chief Larry Elkus said police and citation officers will conduct roadside checks
to be sure those who are required
to purchase city stickers have
done so.
According to city ordinance,
any person vvho is a city resident
must have a sticker on each vehicle and any person who does not
live m city limits. but works in
the city must have a sticker displayed on the car driven to work.
"I'd rather everyone buy a city
sucker so .we wouldn't have to
write citations," Elkins said.
Officers will be randomly

checking paiking 1,,t, and oitiei
public lurking areas as ',sell as
setting up- road side checks
'These road blocks and park
mg lot checks will continue
throughout the year,- Flk his sail
The last day to pit:chase a
sticker without penalty. was June
I. The city clerk's of lice said a
10 percent penaliv will be
assessed until Jul s • I. 'Alter that
time, 'he lee ss ill go up 100 lief
cent and residents will
s tot a sticker
required RI pa,'
People who arc in slid:thou 01
the ordinance ss ill be tied Mid
will go through district court
"If you've been coed for IRA
having a city sticker. you'll
ably have to buy the socket. but
you could face a line p4is .,ourt
costs,- Elkins said.
All city stickers should be permanently affixed to the limer
right side ot the ,ciridslo,•1,1

profits haven't been as good. The
tax incentives are relatively new
and they haven't had time to
make much of an impact."
—Qualls said Marshall County
has drawn one new business
through the program, while
another business has expanded.
"The company must earn the
tax credit," Qualls said. "One of
our companies is a high-wage
industry and the other is medium-

wage.
Since several id Ow suriound
ing counties quality for Ihe bust
ness incentive program, lea said
it pufs Calloway at a
disadvantage.
•. "1 think the state ought to be
looking at it more across the
board," Zea said. "The old
county,by-county basis for col O TURN TO PAGE 2

Family offers reward
in case of missing son

OBJET D'ART

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-

Friday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

STACEY CROOK (pagp,

Niurral Police Sgt. Clayton Hendricks checks cars for city stick-

Incentives blessing, curse for area counties
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

One Section — 12 Pages
9, 10
Classifieds
11
Comics
11
Crosswords
11
Dear Abby

He said only that he wanted
the final bill to have "an energy
component" that would promote
energy conservation and clean
fuels.
Clinton said he was going
Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen and Budget Director Leon
Panetta broad negotiating powers.
'I'in promoting the principles.
These guys are going to work it
out," Clinton said.
Ile said he still wants the overall plan to reduce the &licit by
5500 billion oser Ilse years, to
include siginfieant spending cuts,
to raise taxes the most on the
wealthiest and to gise tax incentives to small businesses and tor
the working poor_
- Now within those principles,
these Vitt reea rrptrrivr ‘WArk-litr
a bill that can pass the Senate.
pass the Congress and can keep
thk' L'i0110111k gr(iwth going.- he
said
In a'gesture that carried !intimtam ssinholism, Bentsen and
Panetta acc om pan led -NI tic he II
a nti 4lOiilIiafl to the inicrophones outside the White House

Checkmate!
Masters head to MSU for camp

By AMY WILSON

INDEX

Sports

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

TAX BILL

MEETINGS

Obituaries
Perspective

ger & Times

AMY WILSOWL•Ope

Times

photo

Michael Moos of Metropoliv. 111., puts naiads' touches on a pointing be creased Moods* during
the Wooer ArS Workshop Si Murray State University. The coop runs until June 11.

A SI,000 reward is being
offered for information that leads
to the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons involved in the
disappearance of Roger Dale
Jones.
Jones' mother, Helen, said her
_husband, Bill, will pay anyone
who can help authorities get an
arrest and eonviction.
The reward is in addition to the
S5(X) reward being offered by
Crimestoppers of Murray and
Calloway County.
Jones, 19. of Hazel has been
ROGER DALE JONES
missing for 10 days.
According to the Calloway
Jones.
County Sheriff's Department, lai, but there is no sign of
"All I've got right now is the
Jones, who is 6-2, 160 pounds
with blond hair and blue eyes, people I have talked to," he said.
was last seen at approximately I "There is nothing real concrete."
City and county officials as
p.m. Friday, May 28, in front of
well
as the Kentucky State Police
his home on Third Street in Hazcl
Henry Ciiunty Sher-firs
the
and
t'
pocket
-blue
wearing a greenish
Department arc involVed in the
shirt and blue )cans.
Deputy Stan Scott said the diens to locate Jones.
Jones has also been entered
sheriff's office and other local
Agenenfo!conient
law
area
and
cies have checked every lead thus • TURN TO PAGE 2
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CLIP THIS COUPON
Off A 60 or 90 Minute Massage from

III Clinton agrees...
FROM PAGE

Touch For Health
Massage Therapy
Certified Massage Therapist

Treat yourself or someone

you

know to a relaxing massage fro

Touch For Health
753-7072

I

I

1400 A Hiltwood Drive • Murray, Ky. •
LimaI Coupon Per Via%
Gift Certificates Auailable
Eaptrer 11,31•33
ma am NEE ion 11
aim
am ma

Aren'tYou Iv
Glad There'sIN
• Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency

1
after Monday evening's session.
"There'll be a further reduction in the overall broad energy
tax and you're going to see further cuts in spending that will be
part of that package," Bentsen
said. "So we're quite optimistic
about the package we're putting
to_gether."
Bentsen declined to discuss
specifics, saying, "We're working on those details."
The session came a day after
Moynihan, who will be leading
the Senate effort to pass the
package, suggested that spending
should be cut 551 billion more
than the president originally
sought and that S35 billion of
that should come from Medicare.
The nation's biggest lobbying
organization for Medicare recipients, the American Association
of Retired Persons, opposed such

'Murray
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I CLARIFICATION I
In an accident report in Monday's Local News Roundup, William J. Cullops, 23, Murray, was
inadvertantly listed as not injured
in a wreck that occured June 6 in
Paducah. Cullops was injured and
transported to Lourdes Hospital.
He was listed in stable condition
Tuesday morning.

chess events.
Of the participants, the average
age is 13-14 years old. However,
the students vary in age, as well
as skill.
"Our youngest player is 8
years old and our oldest adult
player is 66 years old," Price
said.
All students will have the
opportunity to work with each
instructor. In addition, they will
be assigned to work with one

Kentucky's top-rated high school
player. Mark Galloway, a senior
at MSU, will serve as an assistant
instructor.
"Bringing in the top chess
players will also be impressive to
the younger chess players," Price instructor during the week who
said. "I think the opportunity to will provide assessments at the
work with someone who has end of the camp.
name recognition and success
"All the classes will have 10 or
because he is the best in the less members," Price said. This
country, is for some students, a will allow for small group
huge draw.
instruction and personal, indivi"There's no doubt that the dual analysis."
quality of the instructors is draw"The number one thing is the
ing some people. They know the players will have a lot of fun,"
instructors will be serious."
said Bell. "The Participants will
One unique facet of the camp, have a deeper appreciation by
aside from having so many top- watching these very strong playrated instructors, is that it is the ers. Mainly we will teach them
only chess camp in this area.
some chess and help them to
Price said many chess players improve their game."
have to travel to Pennsylvania,
Bell said one of the most
California or Ncw York in order important methods in teaching
to attend a camp.
chess is to examine the moves
"It's incredible to be able to used in previous games. Unlike
spend an entire week thinking other games, it is easy to keep a
and working with chess," Price record of the moves selected in
said. "This is the only camp of its chess so a game can be reprokind in Kentucky. We're drawing duced to show both strong and
a kit of students because this is weak points.
the first of its kind."
"Gregory (Kaidanov) can look
Murray State. hosted a chess
camp in 1990, but the instruction- at a record and read it like a
al team came from Memphis. newspaper article without having
Price said 45 students attended to set -up the game," Bell said.
"He is able to discuss the
the camp.
Murray State has been a reg- strengths and weaknesses by just
ional chess center for many years envisioning the game."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pi99IY wig*
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include: Michael Mulyar, one oi
the top-rated junior players in the
country; Mark Ishcc, national
master from Brentwood, Tenn.;
Dr. Wayne Bell, president of the
Kentucky Chess Association and
professor of math and statistics at
Murray State; and Aaron Wenger,

and was the site of the 1989
Junior Open and numerous other
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More evidence
suggests illness
linked to rodent virus

3fEN kiYR

759-9701

711 Main St.

FROM

FROM PAGE 1

RESORTS, NC

Thisalmost new home offers3large bedrooms,21/2 baths,livingroom,
formal dining room,family room */fireplace and much, much more.
Make your appointment to see this home today.

•Incentives...
paying for the

services."
Armstrong said incentives are
lecting data is antiquated.
good on a long-term basis once
"There are some counties that the facility is paid off.
However,
don't have the infrastructure and "there is a
strain
on
the local
industries aren't going to locate
government
on
the
short-term
there. The highest unemployment,
basis."
rates are found in the smaller rurIn order for businesses to be
al areas."
eligible
for incentives, they must
Fred Troutman, director of
pay
corporate
income taxes and
communications for the Economhave
a
profit.
ic __Dexelopment Cabinet in
"In icentuc14, we are ffiWd- in
Frankfort, said KREDA accompa
very competitive situation,"
lishes its mission to help rural
Armstrong said. "I wish we
communities.
weren't in a position where we
"It enables the cabinet to offer
incentives to companies to maybe competed with other states by
.
offset the costs to get industries giving such large incentives, but
located in local areas," Troutman that's the way it is."
Armstrong said he thinks KREsaid.
DA
is probably the most imporenables
rural
com"KREDA
munities to compete more effec- tant and successful tool in the
tively for jobs and draws new state for drawing new businesses.
"It does provide us with some
industries to areas of high unemadditional tools in a competitive
ployment," he said.
situation," he said.
Dick Armstrong, executive
Armstrong agrees with Zca that
director of the Mayfield-Graves the way counties arc used to
County Local Development determine eligibility needs to be
Corp., said Graves County pre- changed.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) sently does not qualify for KRE"The state incentives do create
— Evidence that a deadly mys- DA eligibility, but will probably unfairness," Armstrong said. "For
tery illness was caused by a virus re-qualify July 1 because the example, Murray can't offer the
same incentive package as
found in rodent droppings grew unemployment level has risen.
"The incentives are kind of a Graves County because Murray
Monday, as researchers reported
finding a fourth victim of the ail- mixed bag, particularly in a com- doesn't qualify for KREDA. People seeking jobs don't see .,the
ment had antibodies to the virus.
regional boundary lines.
Health officials said Sunday munity that already has a payroll
"The state needs to look at it
they were studying several cases tax," Armstrong said. "You get a
on a regional basis instead of
of the illness and had found the demand for additional services
county to county and city to
antibodies to the Hantavirus pre- and if these incentives were
city."
sent in three cases. On Monday, offered, the businesses aren't
Joseph McDade of the national
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said a fourth case with
••
antibodies had been found.
Tests involving two other cases
FROM PAGE 1
showed no sign of the virus and
said.
another case was inconclusive, into a national missing persons
-Since Jones was reported missMcDade said. But Dr. C. Mack link.
ing, Scott has said there is the
Sewell, the state epidemiologist,
Scott said, at this point, all
possibility of foul play.
told reporters that officials were authorities can do is keep
Anyone who may have seen
growing increasingly confident looking.
•
Jones or has any information perthat the Hantavirus caused the
"That is the only option we've
taining to the case can call
illness.
got. We will keep gathering Crimestoppers at 753-9500 and
Eighteen cases of the illness information and-checking every
remain anonymous, or call. the
have been confirmed, and 11 vic- place we might get a lead on," he
sheriff's department at 753-3151.
tims have died, seven in New
Mexico and four in Arizona.
Most of the victims have been
Navajo Indians.

deeper cuts. it would be devastating" to seniors, AARP chief
lobbyist John Rother told a news
conference on Monday.
Moynihan said Monday he
wasn't ready to say where all the
spending the cuts should be
made. But he suggested that
would all become clear as his
panel begins to work on the plan.
His committee is expected to
vote on the plan next wee-V. It's
expected to go before the full
Senate later in the month.
Meantime, Sen. David Boren,
D-Okla., a crucial swing vote on
the Finance Committee, said he
was encouraged by Democratic
leaders' proposal to reduce tax
increases by about S50 billion
and substitute additional spending
reductions.

Everyone Is Welcome
Classes For All Ages
June 14-18
9:30 a.m. to 11:30a.m.
yiw need a

9,000 Letter H
Jackpot!!!
•14 Games- $100 Each
e$500 Jackpot — (50) Number Call
One Number and $100 added to jackpot each
week
'Letter -1-1" —30 Numbers or Less Pays $1000!
(Consolation Prize - 10% of"H" Jackpot, minimum $100)
•3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays60%,75%
and 90%
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Evidence 'dark matter' pervades space
late the gravitational pull of the lied much more than expected
made of dark matter invisible to
Milky Way, and thus its mass and when viewed through a region of
telescopes.
sire, including the unseen halo. space containing clusters ol galaScientists have suspected that
Making such measurements xies. Because those clusters act
for years, based on less direct
was
"like standing in San Fran- as surprisingly strong "gravitaevidence - namely, the fact that
cisco and trying to measure the tional lenses," they must contain
galaxies rotate faster than can' be
speed of a person on top of the a lot of unseen dark matter. she
explained by the amount of visiWorld Trade Center in New York said.
ble matter they contain. (Heavier
- Massachusetts Institute of
City
who takes a single step sidespin
galaxies
faster.)
ways over the course of the Technology astronomer Das id
"It's very good evidence for
dark matter in a-lot-of-galaacies,•" --- --year." a U-C---Santa-Crui.--spoke,s— Buofe said a _German _satellite_
man said.
measured X-rays from hot gas in
said astronomer Robin Ciardullo
Two other studies at the astro- galaxy NG(' 720 in the constellaof Pennsylvania State Unixersity.
nomy meeting also indicated dark tion Cetus. The study tound the
Scientists still don't knov, Vk hat
matter is abundant in the galaxy's gravitational field is
dark matter is but theorue it
universe:
elliptical. which means the galaxcould be made of large Jupiter- Liliya Rodrigues-Williams y must be surrounded by a vast
like objects, collapsed stars
called black holes or exotic suba- of the University of Washington halo of dark matter. Visible stars
found that light from distant alone couldn't explain the elliptitomic particles.
Without dark matter, the uni- objects called quasars was ampli- cal shape, he said.
verse will expand forever. But if
there's as much unseen matter as
many astronomers suspect, the
universe will stop expanding and
-perhaps even collapse billions of
years from now.
Lin said his study "proses the
existence of dark matter beyond a
doubt."
in the letter, he ,ax. his time
LOUISVILLE. Ky. kAP)
He and colleagues Burton People who supported Ross Perot working for the Texas billionaire
Jones and Arnold Klemola reach- in last year's presidential race
was "one of the most satislying
ed their conclusions by compar- may he hearing from Peroes forin my life." In an interview. he
ing pictures of the Large Magel- mer state coordinator, asking said he was referring to his work
lanic Cloud taken in 1974 and them to vote for a particular local
with Perot supporters.
1989 to measure how last it Republican candidate.
Treesh is running- -against
moves sideways as it orbits the
Danny Hagan of
supporDemocrat
Perot
hundred
Several
Milky Way. That let them ialeu- ters in Daviess County were sent Whitesville in the June I. special
letters from Charles Hellebusch election to fill the unexpired state
House term of !twiner Speaker
of Louisville endorsing RepubliDon Blandtord, who resigned List
can Mark Treesh of Philm in a
month alter being cons Lied of
special election next week.
old
bribes.
Perot's
using
accepting
is
Hellebusch
The letter, which Treesh's
Kentucky mailing list to help
Re-public-an candidates he, campaign paid to mail, says
Treesh resembles Perot in that he
support:.
• Ilellebusch said his list has
has a business background and
budget.
about 50,000 names. Asked 'is not a career poll'', ian."
On the other side of that equaTreesh said he didn't know
whether it was fair to use names
tion, the Kentucky Lotterv is still
generated by the Perot campaign, whether the letter would help
lagging far behind what it must
he said the list includes names him. But Terry Cann:wk, execucontribute in order to meet its
ihat he gathered outside his work
tive director of the state Republiprojections of S100 million.
br Perot.
can Party, said that lreesh has "a
Through May, the lottery had
Ilellebusch said last week that
good chance and that the letter
turned more than S67 million to
he had fallen out with Perot. But could make a
the General Fund.
The lottery had turned over
S90 million through May 1992.
AUTOMOTIVE
After taking those differences
into account, Mulloy said growth
in total receiptsfor the month
would have been about 8.-:
Wholesale — Retail
percent.
Corporate income tax receipts
In Ky. 1-800-221-3610
753-3282
continue to fall far behind what
-was projected. - That- tax mu-st
raise nearly as much in June as it
has for the entire fiscal year
810 Coldwater Rd • Murray
Former, ot RoHo & Gunny, -,;,71 Auto;
through May in order to meet
And Beale & Kevm Lamb
projections.

BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) Scientists found some of the
strongest evidence yet that invisible and mysterious "dark matter" makes up much of the universe, including our own Milky
Way galaxy.
Douglas Lin, an astronomer at
the University of California at
Santa Cruz, /reported finding a
huge halo of dark matter in the
Milky Way that is devouring the
Large Magellanic Cloud, a neighboring galaxy.
"What we're witnessing is
galactic cannibalism in action,"
he said.
The billions of stars in the visible Milky Way form a spiral
120,000 light. years wide. That's
roughly 700 million billion miles.
Lin's research indicates that
when the halo is included, the
Milky Way is five to 13 times
wider and five to 10 -times heavier than once believed.
Lin's study was the first to be
presented as the American Astronomical Society opened its meeting Monday. Its importance was
further underscored by its being
the only talk delivered to the
entire convention.
Researchers called Lin's findings dramatic* evidence that most
of our galaxy - and, by inference, most of the universe - is

Ex-Perot coordinator using
mailing list to support
the Republican candidates

News of the World
GENERAL'S REMARKS INVESTIGATED

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Air Force is investigating a two-star general following reports that he made derogatory comments about President Clinton
in the Netherlands two weeks ago, a military spokesman says. Maj. Gen.
Harold N. CanTreell described Clinton as a "draft-dodging, pot-smoking,
womanizing- commander in chief at May 24 dinner attended by 250 people.
The Washington Post .reported today. The newspaper said Campbell also
referred to Clinton as "gay loving" in the speech at banquet of 32nd Fighter
Group's maintenance workers at Soesterburg Air Base in the Netherlands
Maj. Paul Wilson, a spokesman for, the Air Force Materiel Command,
declined to confirm the specific words reportedly used by Campbell

Air Conditioning Specialist
B&L Automotive Dist,

NEW YQ9K_. AAP) - Nita Farrow won a major victory when a Judge ruled
Woody Allen is woefully unfit to take cUstody O their-three chldren.--but the
bruising court battle s far from over. The scene shifts Wednesday to Surrogate's Court, where the filmmaker is trying to stop his former leading lady
from undoing his adoptions of two of their children. Moses and Dylan. Far•
row has charged that the 57-year-old Allen defrauded her and the court
when he adopted the youngsters because he failed to disclose his "virtually
incestuous" affair with their sister. 22-year-old Soon-Vi Prawn. Farrow was
awarded custody of the couple's three children Monday. Allen was allowed
only supervised visits with his 5-year-old biological son, Satchel. He cannot
visit 7-year-old Dylan for at least six months and can't see 15-year -old
Moses at all unless the boy wants to see him

PRISONERS BUILD HOMES

JESSUP. Md.(AP)- Mike Ammenhauser worked for five months building a
one-story, three-bedroom house. Then he watched with pride as it was low
ered onto a flatbed truck and squeezed through the narrow, barbed-wire
for
topped prison gate. Ammenhauser. serving a 15-year sentence
attempted murder, stayed behind. The house he and nine other inmates
built at Maryland's maximum-security Patuxent Institution will soon be home
to a poor family under an innovative state prison program. ''We were able to
put our time to work, to help people and to help ourselves,- Ammenhauser
said. - We get a sense of pride and accomplishment and a family gets a nice
house."
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Good Used Vehicles
1993 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Four Door Tahoe, White w/Blue Cloth,
5,000 Miles
1992 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer
Four Door Tahoe, White w/Charcoal
Cloth, 21,000 Miles
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Light Blue w/Blue Leather, 30,000 Miles
1991 Cadillac Seville
White W/Burgundy
Miles

Leather, 45,000

1991 Chevrolet Caprice
Silver w/Burgundy Cloth, 36,000 Miles,
Full Power

Get
the Big Fix
Mortgage for

$

1991 Chevrolet Camaro RS
Leather, T-Tops, V-8 Engine, Alloy
Wheels, 33,000 Miles
1991 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
White w/Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles, Full
Power
1990 Chevrolet Beretta GT
White w/Burgundy Cloth, V-6, Auto, Full
Power
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Four Door, V-6 Engine, 50,000 Miles,
Full Power
1990 Dodge Daytona
Burgundy w/Grey Cloth, 26,000 Miles,
V-6, Loaded
1989 Nissan Sentra XE
Air, Cassette, Four Door Sedan, Locally
Owned
1989 Pontiac Firebird GTA
Every Option, White w/Beige Cloth
1989 Buick Regal Limited
Two Door Coupe, 48,000 Miles, Fully
Loaded
1988 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
Long Wheel Base, 68,000 Miles, 350,
Sharp!

Are you worried that your adjustable rate rnOrt gage %. Ini 1411%.
in one direction-up? Then get it tiNed. Finance or refinance with a
our
long term fixed rate mortgage loan tnsm ReptibIn liest t
els long term Wig Fix Mortgage has ab.olutely

NO POINTS, NO CLOSING COSTS, AND NO FEES!
Nisi.; can't beat it—your rate is guaranteed. volir ma ant hIA payments
. are guaranteed, and we handle the scr% it ing ksallx. e% en ,utter k 'sang
Call Republic and get the Big Fix

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-100
Barre Thavtoos
/Coif Rohrer
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FARROW WINS CUSTODY BATTLE

Revenue receipts show
an uneven fiscal picture
of Kentucky general fund
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Kentucky's General Fund grew
substantially in May, but Finance
Secretary Pat Mulloy advised
caution in interpreting the
numbers.
According to the figures
released Monday, receipts for the
month were S377 million, an
increase of 12.4 percent over the
same month a year ago. _ •
-The jump pushed -receipts for
the fiscal year, which ends June
30, up by 3.2 percent over the
previous year. The receipts must
grow by 3.7 percent in order to
meet estimates and ensure a
balanced budget.
Mulloy noted that the May
1992 figures included tax refunds
of S25.4 million and the state has
been holding refund checks this
year in order to balance the
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1987 GMC S-15 Jimmy
Four Wheel Drive, Red & White Two
Tone, Alloy Wheels
1987 Dodge Caravan
63,000 Miles, Silver w/Grey Cloth, 3.0
V-6 Engine
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's search
for a new justice
swings to center
By JOHN KING
Associated Press News Analysis

Many celebrate 'Survivors'Day'
We knew something was
wrong — there had been several
MAIN STI,ZEET
trips to the doctor and a short
hospital stay — but no one mentioned the possibility of cancer
until the day before my mother's
first round of surgery. I was 11
and my sister Jeanne 14, so I suppose my parents thought we were
Ledger & Times columnist
too young to understand the
details. Or maybe they did not could remember, my parents had
want us to worry. Besides that, threatened-to split up, to move as
uterine cancer was suspected and, far away from each other as geoin a family that scrupulously graphy would allow. In the midst
avoided discussion of life's earth- of all that, Jeanne and I decided a
ier matters, admission that my divorce might not be a bad altermother even possessed a uterus native. She hoped they would
would have been considered send her to boarding school in
SwitzerIand. I just longed for
heresy.
My older sisters and brother,-- some domestic tranquillity. Anynone of them living at home, how, we were no strangers to
were briefed delicately on the thoughts of a household headed
situation after the fact. My father by a single parent, but had never
broke down and cried when he considered that my father might
reported the outcome of the be the one to be our sole
surgery to-my sister, Pamela, at custodian.
After surgery and radiation
college. When Jeanne and I heard
that, we finally began to realize therapy, my mother survived her
that mother's condition might be ...cancer and outlived my father by
life-threatening. We were''25 years. She never had a recurterrified.
twice, though whenever she was
• .
You see, for as long as we taken sick she was convinced the

Constance Alexander
cancer had _come back. And she
was. so sure that cancer would
eventually claim her that she
gave us detailed instructions on
how she wanted the matter to be
handled. "I don't want to know if
I'm terminal," she told us. "Don't
tell me a thing." Dutifully, we
gave her our word that her
request would be honored.
Much to her surprise, mother
lived for 35 years after her bout
with cancer. Instead of rejoicing
over the victory, however, she
lived in fear of a recurrence.
Unfortunately, she never celebrated her victory.
I would not have had these
thoughts ill had not read an article proclaiming June 6 as
"Cancer Survivors Day.- An
interview with Paul Tsongas,

Democratic presidential hopeful
in 1992 and a cancer survivor.
inspired my reverie.
When asked about his cancer.
including a recent recurrence for
which he endured aggressive chemotherapy, the former senator
from Massachusetts is philosophical. Tsongas says that there
are worse things than cancer, and
he cites child abuse and other
manmade cruelties as sonic of the
heavier burdens life brings.
Moreover, he is quick to point
out that cancer is not a death sentence, and he points to' his own
experience as proof.
There is not a family I know of
that has not had its own brushes
with cancer. And though the
word itself seems to strike terror
in most of our hearts, we probably can tell more stories of hope
than hopelessness. In fact, when I
look at friends and family. I
immediately count five who are
celebrating- survivors. I join them
in rejoicing in the victory of
optimism over despair, and salute
their ongoing battle to live life
fully, one day at a time.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's Supreme Court search
has been a journey through the Democratic Party's ideology, opening
with an entreaty to a liberal star but ultimately turning toward the
political center.
With an announcement likely this week, Clinton was focusing on a
handful of candidates who share a few traits: all are known as
consensus-buiiitcrs, moderates and reasonably safe choices for the first
high court vacancy of Clinton's presidency.
As Clinton's three-month search nears its end, there are a number
of intriguing subplots in the quest to replace retiring Justice Byron
EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
White.
The president is trying to reshape the court as he works to recast his
Northern Kentucky. which doesn't attract its share of female candiadministration, quelling any talk that he would seek a liberal legal The Daily Independent, Ashland:
dates. took sonic small steps in the primary'. A woman advances to the
scholar as a counterweight to the court's conservative tilt in the
Should sheriff's deputies drive their cruisers home each night'.'
fall election for district court (which presently has no female judges).
Reagan-Bush years.
Certainly.
4411s
Anne Rutile will become judge if Governor J- ones appoints preand
"Everything that says he is committed to the mainstream approach
in
trips
personal
for
vehicles
However, if deputies use government
sent Judge Steve Jaeger to a Circuit court vacancy. Judy Walden. a
is helpful now," said Democratic strategist Geoffrey Garin. "On the which family members and friends are passengers, they could be
wonian with extensive experience in the sheriff's office. made an
court search they seem to be looking down the road at the political increasing the liability of county governments if they are involved in
showing in her unsuccessful hid to unseat incumbent Bill
impressive
implications."
halted.
accidents. For that reason, such practices should be
Kenton County. No women were candidates !or top cowl
in
Steenken
And with his public image bruised, his economic plan on tenuous
their
drive
deputies
having
to
advantages
There are a number of
is
at the comfooting in the Senate and _his health care plan in the wings, Clinton
)01.1 . but a fair number of women w ill vie for
the
lessens
driveway
the
in
cruiser
'a
Having
night.
each
home
vehicles
a start.
least
in
at
tall
levels
that's
the
and
council
can ill afford a polarizing Senate confirmation battle. This was undermission
and
of
presence
response time of an off-duty deputy to an emergency. The
scored last week as Clinton abandoned Lani Guinicr, his nominee to a cruiser in a neighborhood serves as a deterrent to crime and makes
atino.ph,firo.
in
Kentucky has a hing tkay 10 go toss ard creating an
head the Justice Department's civil rights division, in the face of neighbors feel safer. Having deputies drive the cruisers to and froni
which women can run for public office and an even longet ss.0 to go
opposition from moderate Senate Democrats.
toward electing thk:m. The primary showed that it can be done, but as
work increases the sheriff's department's presence in the community.
"I think what is happening here is the president is letting a large set People automatically drive more carefully when they see a cruiser on
that's prool that there is a long
long as there are so many
of outside circumstances factor in his court decision-making process,"
road.
'way to •40.
the
said Kermit Hall of the University of Oklahoma Law School and ediThe potential for serious legal problems arises when deputies use
tor of a book on the high court. "It leads me to believe he is going to
The Ledger-Independent. Maysville:
their vehicles for personal trips, especially if others are passengers....
end up with someone safe from the middle."
executive director of the Kentucky Sheriffs AssociaStoess,
Ray
Kentucky Attorney General Chris Gorman wants to make it a felony
Some of the intrigue involved in the pick has little to do with
tion, says few departments have policies regarding off-duty use of
instead of a misdemeanor to take a gun to school.
Clinton.
vehicles. That needs to change.
the
12-years,
White
for
the
House
held
have
Because Republicans
Our question is: What took 'cm so long!
Stoess also says most law enforcement officers in rural Kentucky
pool of Democratic potential nominees on the federal bench is more
cruisers
of
use
their
limit
to
To think that a student, or an adulf for that matter, can take a fireefforts
legislative
any
oppose
would
limited than the president would like. So the administration has pored
arm to school and only he charged with a misdemeanor is scary. With
consider the vehicles one of the few amenities to comthey
because
over state Supreme Court rosters, and even looked outside the
such lax laws, it's no wonder incidents like the double fatal shooting
pensate for low-paying jobs.
judiciary.
puts
what
but
happy,
in January at 1.s.ast Carter high School in Grayson occurred.
deputies
makes
what
not
is
issue
the
However,
The replacement for White will serve on a court whose own ideo— and taxpayers — at the least liability. Depugovernments
county
And it SeCillN that incidents of gun-toting students is occurring with
logical fissures and obsession with secrecy have recently been
should continue to drive their vehicles home, hut they should not
ties
irCqUelley. Around the nation, schoolchildren more and inure are
inure
exposed through the papers of the late Justice Thurgood Marshall.
them for personal trips.
use
to shootings, or threats of shootings.
subject
Also, Justice Harry Blackmun is considered likely to retire after
Don't mistakenly shrug it oil as a "big-city problem." As Carter
next year's session, so as Clinton makes his first choice he is aware he
The Kentucky Post, Covington:
County well knows, it could happen in your neighborhood.
likely soon will have a second.
Some good news out of the state primary: Kentucky, which ranks
Clinton's short list was said to include 1st Circuit Court of Appeals
How many Imre school shootings must occur before we enact laws
last in terms of women in the legislature, made some notable
dead
Judge Stephen G. Breyer-hi Boston, who has stayed on the list
teeth? How many more children must die before the state sees
with
office.
public
to
women
progress in electing
through recent changes, as well as Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, a
light?
the
In the state's second largest city, Lexington, the top vote-getters for
former Arizona governor and attorney general who would fit Clinton's
and vice mayor were women, putting them in a good position
As usual, we _seem to have our priorities mixed up. Seemingly less
mayor
desire for a nominee with "real life" political experience.
on the verge ol
is
largest,
state's
the
Pike
County,
election.
violations are punished to the fullest extent of the law,
important
fall
the
for
said
sources
woman,
a
administration
choose
to
If Clinton decides
while dangerous situations are allowed to continue.
electing-its first female county judge-executive. In Jefferson County a
the president is likely to turn either to Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 60, a
woman has a chance to be the first Kentucky female elected to a lull
federal appeals judge in Washington, or Stephanie Seymour, 52, of the
Take a gun to school, get your hands slapped: kill a deer out of
as sheriff. Fayette County elected its first woman as the ,:ounty
term
federal appeals court in Denver.
season. you will be relieved of your vehicle, your gun, your cash and
top prosecutor. One woman has become the state's first le11131e comOthers considered more distant possibilities included federal judges
possibly your freedom.
monwealth's attorney, and two others are in good positions to be
Jose Cabranes, Jon Newman of Connecticut and Gilbert Merritt of
What's wrong with ,this picture'?
elected in the fall.
Cincinnati, as well as Education Secretary Richard Riley, who is said
to, have told Clinton he was not interested. And as Clinton completed
his search, advisers said it was possible he might reconsider candidates scratched from the list previously.
"The list is now quite short; the question is whether he is satisfied
with it," an administration official familiar with the search said Friday, on condition of anonymity.
As has been the case in his Cabinet appointments, the drafting and
Because a group in Prestonsburg
FRANKFORT - With Gov. Bremarketing of his economic plan, and now the court search, Clinton has
wants to open a harness track there
a
takes
sometimes
it
Jones,
reton
NOT
OR
AGREE
been buffetted by the competing demands of liberals who have waited
and the Racing Commission,full of
12 years for a Democratic president, and moderates who believe the sledgehammer to get a point across.
Jones' appointees and fellow thorfinesse,
more
bit
a
only
Using
next wait for a Democrat would be as long or longer if Clinton does
oughbred
breeders, won't give its
House Majority Leader Greg
not set the party on a new centrist course.
approval. The commission put up
message
a
Jones
sent
has
Stumbo
When White announced his retirement plans, women's groups
so many roadblocks that there was
should be very loud and crystal
demanded a female candidate; Hispanics urged Clinton to. name the that
no way for the Prestonsburg track to
commisracing
your
up
Clean
clear:
first Hispanic to the court; black leaders sent a list of candidates; and
meet the requirements and open by
else
everything
and
it
watch
or
sion
Syndicated
columnist
moderates warned Clinton of the perils of a liberal nominee.
July.
racthoroughbred
for
done
you've
That initial public flurry has been replaced by quiet lobbying of
That's why Stumbo's mad. He
ing disappear.
no financial ties to either the breed- racing commission has been the
White House officials and influential Democrats. "The wrestling is
represents
one of the developers.
whether the
knows
only
Heaven
ing or racing of horses. The focus of major controversies from
done in private," said Hall.
that's
And
also why Jones had
through.
got
message
thoroughbredits
and
inception
governor would nominate council its
But the administration official said there was no evidence of "a
better take notice.
legislation
pre-filed
has
Stumbo
widely
is
membership
dominated
be
to
have
members but they would
raging tug-of-war" as Clinton wound down the search. Instead, this
After all, the majority leader in
for next year's regular session of the
approved by the Senate. The coun- perceived as trying to shut down
official said the major question was whether Clinton would choose a
the
House of Representatives is the
literally
that
Assembly
General
cil also would hire its own executive harness racing in the state entirely.
sitting judge or tap a political figure, something he has talked about
key floor fighter for a governor's
wipes out everything Jones did for director.
opening
The
of
off-track
betting
before.
legislative package, the manager
the racing industry in the 1992'
Indeed. Clinton had made no secret that liberal New York Gov.
The council would receive advice parlors was bungled and the special
who makes certain that what the
legislature.
fund to reward Kentucky breedersMario Cuomo was high on his list, and White House advisers were
governor warns gets passed. At
Stumbo's bill, the Ken- from two commissions, one for
Under
convinced Cuomo would be Clintonzs nominee. But Cuomo- told the
thoroughbred and another for har- which Jones said was urgently least, that's the way it's supposel to
tucky Racing Commission, which
needed to save the industry - hasn't
White House he was not interested.
combined the former separate com- ness racing, whose members repre- received or given away a cent in the work.
currently
and
separate
those
sent
Now we have the House majority
missions on thoroughbred and harracing indus- year-plus since its creation.
the
of
factions
warring
preparing to rip apart the
leader
insistence,
Jones'
at
racing
ness
EDITOR
LEI-YEW- 1'0 THE
Why does Stumbo,a lawyer from governor's beloved racing commiswould disappear without a trace. try in Kentucky.
Prestonsburg, want to get mewl'up sion and breeder award fund and
If Stumbo is serious about push
The governor's experiment with
off-track betting parlors, only just ing his bill next year-and there's no in the on-going bloody feud be- virtually remove the governor's inbeginning, would abruptly termi- reason to believe he isn't - Jones tween the thoroughbred and harness fluence over racing regulation enDear Editor:
tirely.
racing industries?
could be in real trouble. His new
nate.
I wanted to send my heartfelt thank you to all those Calloway
election.
Stumbo's talking about holding
recent
the
in
me
special
for
Jones'
be
soled
would
and
too,
So,
mc
supported
who
Counhans
•
hearings on the issue shortly.
My re-election to the office of Commonw'ealth's Attorney I'm the fund to reward successful breeders
Carefully prepared and orche42nd Judicial District will ensure that the people ()I Calloway County. in Kentucky. The fund is financed
strated, those hearings into the comhase
to
the
continue
new
will
the
by
generated
profits
County.
from
Marshall
of
as well as the people
Readers and residents are welcome And encouraged to express
mission fiasco, the thoroughbred
betting parlors.
same effective prosecution that thcy. have had for the past 12 years
their opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the
favoritism and the harness industry
That pretty much leaves the govBeing a native of Calloway County. and residing in Yslarshall Coun
editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
complaints - plus a room full of
ty, I want to assure all Calloway Countians that my Mice is. as it ha. ernor's racing legacy in shambles.
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the wripreachers dead set against betting
As if that weren't savage enough.
been in the past. accessible to them.,Calloway County will always he
ter, with the writcr's address and telephone number included in
parlors in their towns - very well
Stumbo really goes for the gubernamy. second home and my love and care !or that county will ne),I
case verification is necessary (telephode numbers will not he publeave Jones defenseless and
bill
could
proposed
His
jugular.
tonal
change.
lished). Letters must not be morr than .5(X) words. Leiters should be
beaten.
would create a new Kentucky CounI especially want to thank my. mother and lather. Milk and LI‘
typewritten and double-spaced if possible. We reserve the right to
Thc interesting part is, the quescil on Pan-Mutucl Wagenng. It
Ward, for their undying and never-ending support of me in w hmescr I
condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
of betting parlors aside, Slum tion
member
a
of
composed
would be
do. particularly in my re-election
Lctu-rc:.hou Id be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledidea of a non-industry regulatboa
from each of the state's six congresMichael D. Ward. ('ommonweJlth's Attorney
ger k Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
ory council makes good sense.
I AIN) Main Street. Betron 32025 sional districts and they would have

Jones slow to get message
Todd Duvall

Ward expresses thanksfor support
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The \tr. and Miss Freedom Fest 1993 is scheduled for Saturday,
June 26, at Calloway County High School. Registration for ages 0 to
12 vk ill he Irorn 8 to 9 a.m. with the pageant at 9:30 a.m.; and registralion tor ages 13 and up will be at 5:30 p.m. with pageant at 6 p.m.
•V,s ads L\ ill he presented in various categories. The contestant named
as Miss Freedom Fest will receive a four foot trophy, large star crown,
satin b.inner. flowers. SIO0 savings bond and three tickets to Patty
111 .1cs. & Radney Foster concert. The winner will be required to
alten.1 all Freedom Fest activities or forfeit her crown and prizes. Jane
Dark-e Studio will present a dance scholarship. For more
;iloriliation call Maryann Cathey, 435-4382, or Jana Barnett,
10;7. alter 5 p.m.
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Athletic Boosters will meet tonight

Ca ;,..ay County Athletic Boosters will have a special- meeting tonight
I at 7 30 p m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education
Ca!ny Butler. president, urges all members nd persons interested
program at Calloway County Schools to attend.

(VHS Class of 1968 plans meeting

2A .1y County High School Class of 1968 will have an organizational
•• .7; regard,ng the 25-year class reunion on Thursday, June 10, at 7
at Shcney's Restaurant. All class members are urged to attend to plan
occasion.

TOPS #469 will hear Thomas
- C. a463 Cnapter will meet Thursday. June 10, at Annex of Calloway
.

Library Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. The meeting will
p m with this week's program on "Aerobics' to be given by Pam
, guest speaker TOPS is a non-grofit organization dedicated to
-terested in losing weight. Visitors are invited to attend.

Christian Singles changes meeting day
a" Singles Group has changed its weekly meeting from Monday to
• dna from Glendale Road Church of Christ to the home at 800
" •ti St Murray. The first meeting at this new location will be Thurs„.,,i• 'O. at 7 p.m. All singles, whether always single. separated,
w[dowed, are welcome to attend. For more information call
45. or Richard, 759-9994.

Family Fun Fair

Saturday

Far will be at Higher
Higher Praise Worship Center, next to Ryan
, on Industrial Road, on Saturday, June 12, from 1 to 4 p.m.
,.i.se Junior Department will present a mini musical, -A Hallelu.1 1 p m. A mini carnival with clowns, games, prizes. etc., will
There will be a 50 cents-admission to the program and
Ai!! be individually priced.. Proceeds will go toward the VacaScrlool planned at the center.

riivr District meeting Sunday
12-1-,uwa County Fire District 5 will meet Sunday. June 13. at 3:30 p.m_ at
• f.7,. s!31un on Roy G. Rose Road, located south of Kirksey off Highway
.
,
is open to the public.
1,11()

-

House plans training sessions•
Cr,sis Pregnancy Center at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, will
Jr;•,,,=.4 training sessions on June 14, 15 and 17 through June 21.22
-,1,=se will be from 6 tq 9 p.m. There is a $20 registration fee. For
•
3') about these volunteer training sessions, call LifeHouse at
Kathy Perkins is the director and is available to talk to church
,„,vic organizations, schools, women's groups. etc.

GOSp€'1 singing at Mt. Horeb Church
singing -will be at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church on Sunday,
A
13. at 3 p.m. This will feature the Clarksville Soul Stirrers of Clarksvil-#-"-r The public is invited to attend.

Swim Program now in progress
Cadoway County Chapter of the American -Fled Cross started its 1993
to Swirn Program Monday at Murray-Calloway County Park Pool. The
!s $.25 per person. Sign-up will continue throughout the summer until
eS are full. No phone registration wilt be taken_Office hours are 9
t.o noon and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, at Weaks Community
Center For information call 753-1421.
.

Laryngectomee Group plans meeting
xyngectomee Support Group,wi& meet Friday, June 11, at 2 p.m. in
ning room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
Arm Ingle RN, or Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, at 762-1100.

Breastfeeding Class planned
A Breastieeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Tuesday. June 15,
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive St., Murray.
Sara Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class. Pre-registration is
r,r.I.Jired. To pre-register, sign up at WIC Office or call 753-3381 to register.
Dacs and grandparents are welcome to attend.

.1111S Classes plan 60th reunion
Murray High School Classes of 1933 and 1934 will have a 60th class
on Saturday, July 3. The members will have a morning get-to•gether
a.m. to noon at Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
• wilt be followed an evening meal at 6:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn. Murray.
,%•.y. graduates desiring to attend should have their reservations in by Tuesaay. June 15. or contact Hatton Garner, 753-3083, or Margaret Blalock,
53 3659.

Family and school reunion planned
Tne CoCA: Family and Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday. June 26,
at 1Ile Hazel Community Center at Hazel. This is an all day get-to-gether for
shar:,'y conversation, old pictures and scrapbooks any one wants to bring to
the event. A potluck lunch will be served about 1 p.m., but persons may
come early and stay late. A special welcome is extended to new families
and the Downs family members from between-the-rivers who will be attending that have not previously been with the group.

California Connection plans event
The -California Connection is planning a picnic to be held at Playhouse in
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday afternoon,
June 19 The group was organized in 1990 and its members are composed
o! people who have at one time lived in California, and who now reside in
Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to join the California
n•-,1;:ction can get more information by phoning 759-1337.

Mr. am/ Mrs. Claude Wilson

Local couple will observe
50th anniversary June 12

Two hospital
reports listed
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
McCuiston baby boy. parents, Bonnie and Mark, P.O Box 313. New
Concord.
Lear baby girl, parents. Jacqueline
and Ronnie. At. 1. Box 665, Mayfield,
• Nun baby boy. parents. Shamin and
Husain. 505 College Crts , Murray.
Dismissals
Rexie W. Jackson, Rt 1, Hardin.
Bobby L Puckett, P a Box 64, Hardin; Mrs Vivian Watkins. 802 Sunny
Lane, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy Watkins. 514 Royal
Oak Dr., Paris, Term., Jack V. Cain.
1538 Spring Creek Dr., Murray;
Johnny Brandon, 506 No. Cherry.
Murray; Mrs. Dola Dick, Rt.1 . Box 81.
Sedalia: Cherman McCuiston, 819
North 19th St. Murray,
Mrs. Lanette U. Hunt, 2115 Gatesborough. Murray. Mrs. Evelyn Wallis.
At. 1, Box 122, Murray.
Mrs. Joy F. Melton. 507 South
Seventh St. Murray; Mrs. Patricia
Maria Harris. At 6, Box 189. Murray:
Mrs. Martha Hobgood. At 7. Box
417, Benton; Elmer C Lee, 347 Peter
Cave Rd., Litchfield, Mrs Betty Kinney, At. 1, Box 179, Mansfield. Tenn ;
Mrs. Joyce Harper. At 3. Box 343,
Murray. Mrs Pamela Starks and baby
boy. Rt. 5. Box 761, Murray
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REGISTER TO WIN

All-American
Western Wear
Head to toe...
Outfits for the entire family.
Official Wrangler PRCA Dealer

tir (4) Tickets To The Rodeo
And
US Flag Flown -Mar ,
The U S Capitol
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(Bridles To Britches

Solid
Gold Bracelet
/7-

Hwy. 24 E. (1 mile) Murray • Open Sundays • 759-4408

_

14K. Diamond
Earrings

IPAS•I •

YOUR rlIOICE

$9.99
Ladies Diamond b Onyx
or Pink Ice

\' •

YOUR CHOICE

Picture
Frames

YOUR CHOICE
Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday. June 5, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Danny Osborn, Rt 2, Box 146G,
Buchanan, Tenn.: Kyle Bobber, 749
Riley Ct.. Murray; Miss Kristen Phillips.
At. 1, Hazel;
Sindin R. Jobs, 1513 Martin Chapel
Rd., Murray;'Garey. Rt. 7.
Box 208, Murray; Carlo Campisi. Rt. 5.
Box 472, Benton.
Mrs Hazel Vickers. 1703 Calloway,
Murray, Mrs. Verna Joyce, Rt. 2, Box
218, Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Opal Anderson, Box 98. New Concord
Expiration
Kenneth C Headley. Rt 1, Box
60-V. Buchanan, Tenn

descendants of John J. and Elisif Furches Bedwell will have a family
reunion on Saturday. July 31, at Senior Citizens Building on Golf Course
Road. Benton, between the hours of noon and 6 p.m. A potluck dinner will
be served at 1 p.m. John J. was the son of Hugh M. and Elizabeth Bedwell
who were first listed as Calloway County residents in the 1840 census.
Invited relatives also include the descendants of Caleb Williams, Susan
Smith Wood Williams, Thomas Leonard Brown and other relatives. For more
formation contact William Talbert Bedwell, At. 1. Box 132, Hardin, Ky.
.:;'7248 or call 437-4628.
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Treasure House
of Gifts
Southside Shopping Center • 75.3-6798
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Jonathan-Aurora Action Group has changed its
•.g Well at Aurora on Highway 68. This will be on Friday from 8 to 10
p n unt:1 further notice.

Single Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p m /Chamber of Commerce Inlo/Pameda,
753 763X, or Jeanne, 753m224
Wednesday, June 9
Calloway (7uunly Public Library Parents
and "I utos and Story !lour YY ill not meet
Homemakers Clubs meet as lollosss
Pottertosan at Holiday. Inn/l0.30 am :
South Pleasant Grove/1.30 pm./Pagliai's:
Harris Grove/10,30 a.m./Bel Air Shop
ping Center to go to Pans Landing
Osereaters Anonymous/5 IS pm /Fills
Community Center.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA Hopei)
discussion/I1 a.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Into/753 M136 or 415-4314
Raid Center/open 10 a.m. 2 p m /tor
senior citizens' activities Free blood
pressure checks/1 a 111 1
111

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wilson of Almo will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, June 13.
A private luncheon and reception will be given by their family.
The couple vvas married June 12, 1943, at Charleston, Mo. Mrs.
Wilson is the former Erma Lee Angel.
Their children are Kenneth Wilson and wife, Demesa, Nashville,
Tenn.. and Larry- Wilson and wife,' Cindy, Anthony Wilson and wife,
Rebecca, Brenda Ihorn and husband, Joel, and Keith Wilson and
wile, Kathy, all of Murray and ,Cal,way County.
Their grandchildren are Karen Wilson Story, k'oin Wilson, Ken
Kristal Wilson, Chris Thorn. Chad Thorn, Matt Thorn, Kasey
Wilson, Ronnie Wilson and Timothy Wilson. Their stepgrandchildren
are Angie and Kasey Daughert-y. Their great-grandchildren are
Autumn,,,Isaiah and Charlton Story.

Hi'dwell reunion planned July 31

Iiingo Play place changed for Friday
Bingo Play to the

—.1 he Adsentures ot Popeye the Sailorr
p in ;Cum, Center Theatre. Murray Site
niscrsity Sponsored by Murray Business and Prolessional Women
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Selections is pleased
to announce that Amberly Moss bride-elect of
Phil Billington has
joined our bridal registry by choosing her
china, crystal & flatware.

JUNE 11, 10-6
Pdu.itoTIEdqsOnS 12“,
— featuring —
•

CUSTOM DESIGN COUNTRY CRAFTS

• BALLOONS! BALLOONS' BALLOONS'
Mylar and latex Balloons

• Decorative mugs and
Assorted candy
• Silk flower arrangtiments
• GM baskets
• Gift items
• New arrivals everyday

June Special
- 3 latex & 1 mylar balloon
$599
• 5 latex & I mylai balloon
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Diamond 'TULIP'Clusters
Dianionds wadi
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires
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Bye George
Foreman falls to Morrison in final fight
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

LAS VEGAS — Age and a
lively young Tommy Morrison
didn't do in George Foreman so
much as a soft heart.
Once a glowering fighter with
a mean streak, Foreman came to
the end of his second incarnation
in the ring as a man who finally
lost the will to put his opponent
away.
A fighter can lose speed,
'quickness, even power, but when
he loses viciousness, that killer
instinct, he is finished, as Foreman surely was Monday night
after dropping a 12-round unanimous decision to Morrison.
When I got in the ring
tonight, I hit Tommy Morrison
with a 1-2 and he bowed his head

on my chest and I backed away probably the last contribution I'll
and let him off," Foreman said in make to the sport."
the locker room, his right eye
If this was Foreman's final
almost closed and both cheek- .fight at 44 — he said he didn't
bones red. "When a guy starts think he would box again, yet left
doing that, maybe it's time to get the door open for a title bout if
away.
one were offered — it marked the
"It's strange. I almost got him emergence of Morrison as a serigoing for the knockout in the last ous contender and a likely opporound. But then I said, 'This kid nent for Lennox Lewis later this
has gone 12 rounds, why take year',
him out now?' Maybe I should
Morrison, 24 and with a 37-1
have gone for the knockout."
record, won the vacant and relaHe spoke plainly, not bragging tively meaningless WBO heavythat he might have won, just ack- weight title, and would fight
nowledging that he "let the kid Lewis for the WBC belt that Ridoff the hook a few times." Asked dick Bowe dumped in the
if he had any regrets, Foreman garbage.
shook his head.
Foreman and Morrison fought
"I was doing something decen- a good, tough bout that was more
t," he said. "I was teaching kids than just a slugfest. Morrison
that you don't need all this killer shbwed his maturing talents as a
stuff, all this animosity. That's boxer, not just a puncher, bob-

UP THROWING

bing, slipping punches, throwing
jabs and uppercuts and roundhouse rights.
Yet Morrison also drew boos
from the crowd for his occasional
tactic of turning his back on
Foreman and running away, a
seemingly cowardly act that had
the effect of frustrating Foreman.
Morrison legitimately won the
fight, throwing more punches,
landing more effective ones and
getting the benefit of a point
deducted from Foreman by the
referee in the 10th round for a
third warning against unintentional low blows. But few ringside
observers agreed with the wide
margins on the scorecards of the
judges, who had Morrison winning 117-110 on two cards,
118-109 on a third.

Bulls seek early KO,threepeat;
Suns search for Jordan stopper
By AL BRAVO
AP Sports Writer

STEVE PARKERLedger & Times photo

Patrick Greer of Murray comes up throwing after scooping a groundball Tuesday morning at
the Murray State Baseball Clinic at Reagan Field. The clinic is directed by new 'Breds coach
Mike Thieke.

- Royals win opener at Kauffman
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer

The Kansas City Royals
changed the name of their stadium, but not their luck.
Playing for the first time in
renamed Kauffman Stadium, the
Royals took advantage of two
mistakes in the first inning Monday night and beat the New York
Yankees 8-3.
The ballpark had been Royals
Stadium since it opened in 1973.
It was officially changed Monday
to pay tribute to team founder
and owner Ewing Kauffman, 76.
Kauffman recently announced he
has bone cancer.
The AL West-leading Royals
won for the seventh time in eight

EARN
6.20'(

games. They are 21-8 since starting the season 10-16.
In other games, Toronto topped
California 4-2; Baltimore beat
Oakland 3-2; Chicago defeated
Detroit 7-3; Milwaukee stopped
Seattle 5-3; and Texas beat Minnesota 8-2. The Boston at Cleveland game was postponed
because of rain.
Kevin Appier (7-4) won for
Kansas City. He pitched eight
innings and pitched around solo
home runs by Bernie Williams,
Mike Gallcgo and Paul O'Neill.
Jeff Johnson (0-1) lost in his
first start since being recalled
from the minors last week.
Brian McRae singled with one
out and was picked off by Johnson. but beat the throw to second

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
. Commercial & Residential)
—Vinyl Siding

FARM
BUREAU

—Replacement Windows

INVESTMENTS

'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020
,

,

by first baseman Kevin Maas.
Moments later, Wally Joyner hit
a high pop that dropped between
two players for a double. By the
end of the first inning, the Royals
had a 4-0 lead.
Mike Macfarlane and Rico
Rossy later homered for Kansas
City. There had been only 22
home runs hit in 26 games at
Royals Stadium; there were five
in the first game at Kauffman
Stadium.

Associated Press to photo

Heavyweight George Foreman fought perhaps his last fight Monday night, losing to Tommy Morrison in Las Vegas.

PHOENIX — The Chicago
Bulls are looking for an early
knockout.
Sure, Bulls coach Phil Jackson
goes overboard praising the
Phoenix Suns. He calls point
guard Kevin Johnson "one of the
best ballhandlers in the NBA.
They like to use the whole court.'
Their offense is set up so Johnson
can operate it looking for the
open 'man."
He lauds the Suns' touch, mentioning they have "so many weapons from 3-point range —
(Charles) Barkley,(Oliver) Miller
and (Dan) Majerle." This even
though Miller was 0-4 from beyond the line this season.
But Jackson also has been
looking for weaknesses to
exploit. The Bulls found them in
sweeping Atlanta and Cleveland
and winning four straight from
New York after dropping the first
two games of the Eastern Conference finals.
"All we've said is, 'Let's get a
hold of this team and find a way
to beat them as soon as possible,
and that means, starting in the

firm quarter," Jackson said Mon- best, •find a way to defend the
day as the Bulls prepared for opponent."
Wednesday's opening game of
Jackson said the height advanthe championship series. "At tage the Bulls reputedly have
some point, make this series ours "just isn't So.",
and make this challenge of win"Phoenix has some powerful •
ning three (straight) titles a people," Jackson said. "They did
reality.
a great job against the L.A. Lak"We have to find a way to ers, who can put three 6-10 peocorral this team and that's always
been what this team has done • TURN TO PAGE 7

Petrovic dies in car wreck
By NESHA STARCEVIC
AP Sports Writer

FRANKFURT, Germany — Drazen Petrovic, a raw European
talent who developed into one of the NBA's top shooting guards in
two-plus seasons with the New Jersey Nets, died in an automobile
accident. He was 28.
Police said Petrovic was killed about 5:20 p.m. Monday, 15
miles north of Ingolstadt on the highway going to Munich. He was
traveling in a Volkswagen Golf with two women and was sitting in
the front passenger seat.
Petrovic, who played on his country's silver-medal winning team
in the Barcelona Olympics, had just finished playing for Croatia in
a special qualifying tournament in Wroclaw, Poland. Croatia
advanced to the June 22 European championships in Germany.
In his last game, Petrovic scored 30 points in Croatia's 94-90
loss Sunday to Slovenia, another former Yugoslav republic.
•TURN TO PAGE 7

Roy priceless in 10th OT win
By KEN PETERS

-

AP Sports Writer

INGLEWOOD, Calif. — He
wasn't a popular back home a
few months ago.
A majority of Montreal Canadiens fans voting in a newspaper
poll cast their ballots for trading
their goaltender away.
Patrick Roy's approval rating
would, however, be soaring now.
After the Canadiens' 3-2 overtime victory over the Los
Angeles Kings on Monday night
gave them a 3-1 lead in the Stanley Cup final, "greatest" was the
superlative most often used to
describe Roy.

"There is no better goalie in
hockey than Patrick Roy right
now" Montreal coach Jacques
Demers said. "Last year there
were some doubts, this season
there were some. But the way he
has been playing, to win on the
road as he has ...
"He made the difference
tonight. He's been just simply
Patrick Roy, the greatest goaltenJer in the league."
The Canadiens' victory was
their 10th consecutive in overtime, and the third straight over
the Kings in overtime. The common thread through that amazing
string is, of course, that Roy has
not given up a goal.

He has now gone 96 minutes,
39 seconds of overtime — with
all its frantic action — *ithout
being scored on, stopping 58
shots in that span.
After Roy stopped everything
the Kings could shoot at him, the
Canadiens finally went on the
offensive, and, for the second
straight game, John LeClair's
goal won it for Montreal, this
time at 14:37.
"They definitely outplayed us
in overtime and he was outstanding," Montreal defenseman
Matthicu Schneider said of Roy.

Braves' golden arms start to pay off
By The Associated Press
That great starting pitching
expected from the Atlanta Braves
this season finally might be coming together.
Steve Avery pitched a four.
hitter Monday night for Atlanta's
second straight shutout as the
Braves heat San Diego 4-0 at
Jack Murphy Stadium. On Sun.
day , John Smolt/ blanked Los
Angeles 2-0 with a five-hitter
l.cd by a starting rotation of

Tom Glavinc, Greg Maddux,
Smolt,, Avery and Pete Smith,
the Braves were expected to
dominate the NL West this season But the hitting has been
inconsistent and the Braves trail
first-place San Francisco h) 5/:
games.
"People have been joking
around about me going six
innings or so. but Ise got pride
in pitching as man) as I Lan."
Avery said. "It V. as realls good
for me to go nine tonight"

Padres left fielder Phil Clark
dropped a fly hall in the third
inning, leading to four unearned
runs.
He just missed it. That's
baseball." manager Jim R oggleman said.
Avery (7-2) won his sixth
straight decisioe.ie also had two
hits. indudiftig a'doehle to 'perk
the third Innen.
one stould believe me
when I said I was weaker the pee% lott• suns.- A Cr% sJitI

Andy Belies 17-51 should have
escaped a bases-loaded jam vvith
two outs in the third, but Clark
made his second error in two
games on a fly hall to shallow
left field by David Justice, allowing two runs to score. Ron Gant
then hit a two-run double.
Elsewhere to the NL it was
in in nalt 12, Montreal 3;
ladelphia 7. Houston 5; New.
York 7. Chit apt .! and Honda
i it. Angcles

•

SCOREBOARD

LOCAL BASEBALL

The Insurance Center
of Murray

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Murray Mold & Die was a 12-7 winner over Pagliars last Friday night.
Jonathan Hedges had two singles for Murray Mold & Die, while Matt Keller
Matthew Morris singled.
tripled and Anthony Cogdell singled. For Pag
• In Friday's second game, Pioneer Convenience was an 11-4 victor
over Kopperud Realty. Pioneer was led by Chase Wallace and Adam
Glisson who both singled.
• On Saturday. Pioneer Convenience was again victorious, beating
Peoples Bank 7-4. Jeremy Potts had a double and triple, Adam Glisson
had two singles. Chase Wallace and Brandon Williams each tripled and
Darrell Cole doubled. For Pimples—Bank. Seth &WTI 'anBileid Johnson
each had two singles.
•In Game 2 Saturday, Tress Lumber defeated Murray Paving 6-1. For
Treas'; Drew Henry and Jason Lynn both singled. For Murray Paving,
Jameson Wade. Willie Morns. and Josh Seavers all singled.
• In the final game Saturday, Cheri knocked off Shoney's 7-5. Josh
Garland led Chen with a triple and double, while Matt Oakley doubled and
Josh Owen singled. For Shoney's. Austin Webb doubled and Mario
Lawrence singled.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HAI:Ili° LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Taos COT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Esst D.vamora
W
L Pct. GB
33
22
600 —
-Nero!
34
23
596
To,ontc
26
544 —1 3
31
).m. Y31,
509 5
28
27
7
464
30
26
Ra
463
7
25 29
375 12
21
35
West Dretercon
GB
W
L Pct
31
24
564
• i - SaS Cli
537
29 25
28
26
519
509 3
28 27
456 6
26
31
453 6
'.4,
24 29
-esota
404 8.
21
31
.axand
Monday. Game*
dostcn at Cie.e.amd pod rain
'4 Caotorma 2
•
-zarmc,re 3 Oakland 2
'Oetrod 3
^
...ett 5 Seats 3
8 kt,nnesota 2
Cm, 8 New Yon. 3
Tuitedey• Games
C•meos 6 51 at Cei.eland ilaesa 5-31
m
Va.ra 34. at Toronto iHentgen 2i
:a
, ▪ pm
Yos.ng C Cs, at Baltmore uialenzLALLa
aa. ami

LITTLE LEAGUE
United Commonwealth was an 8-7 winner over Fraternal Order of
Police in Monday night games_ For United. Andy Sheridan picked up the
save, while the offerise was led by James Marshall and Matt Shelby, each
with doubles. For-FOP, Laramie Carson went 3-for-4 and Chuck Tranthan
tripled.
• In Monday's second game. McKnight Sawmill defeated Rotary 3-2
Adam Ragsdale was the winning pitcner and Mitch Chapman doubled
Also, Chris Baurer. Damn Harness and John Vance all had hits For Rotary, Shane Andrus doubled, while Larry Stubblefield, T J Weddington and
Brad Billington all had hits

CONNIE MACK
The local Connie Mack team, the Murray Express, improved to 3-2 by
sweeping a doubleheader Monday night at Lyon County. Murray won the
first game 5-0 and the second game. 4-0.
In the first game. Joe Alderdice was the winning pitcher, allowing just
one hit and striking out 10. Wesley Cogdell tripled and Casey Wilhams.
Sean Waller. Shane Schroader, Adam Furgerson and Tim McGrew all
singled.
In the second game, Ryan Vanover was the winning pitcher, giving up
just one hit and fanning eight. Schroader tripled and Cogdell. Williams and

•ter 5 1 i•41 CII cago i61cCiSk,11 26)
.•an. 3 2i a' tialera.kee iBodd.clier 3-el
▪

Pa,s 52t at Te.as iF3..ms 0 21 735

54. •

Kansas Cm. tGardner 4 21

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Derma
W
L
Pct
GB
Phisadeon.a
39
16
704 —
Montrea
31
25
8.
St Lows
28
26
519 10,
P‘ttstiu,gh
27
27
50C 11 ,
Chicago
26
28
48, 12,
Ficonda
26 30
464 13,
New York
19 35
352 19,
Well Divine.on
W
L
Pct
GB
San Francisco
37
21
638 —
Houston
31
21
564
4
Attanta
32 27
542 5
Los Angel*
29 26
527 6
Cinonnah
30
e4 9
27
San Diego
22 35
386 14 ••
Colorado
16 40
286 20
Monday's Games
Cincinnati 12 Montreal 3
Philadephia 7 Houston 5
New York 7 Chicago 2
Atlanta 4 San Diego 0
Fronda 5 los Angeles 3
()ivy games scheduled
Tueasy's Games
St Loot tArocha 1 Ot at San F,a,,os:o :9Laiketr
8-Ii 306 pm
Cirionnati iPugh 3-61 at Monlea
Martner 4 Si
635 pm
Houston !kale 4 Ii at Ph.lado.;
,tlivera 42,
615 pm
Colorado tHuttin 1 2) at
Wagner 1 2i
635 pm
r1R •!Yjung 3 Si
Ch.cago Morgan 3 7i al
640 pm
Atlanta IP Snuth 2 Si at Sar Dego ;Co hams 661
905 pm
Flonda (Armstrong 4 5i at .3S Angees Asta. •.•
341 935 m

561

Automatic, air cond., tilt, AM/
FM cassette, tach, cast alumi-

num wheels, power windows,
ground effects, console with
armrest and more summertime
fun in the sun.
Dealer retans factory rebate
rf any Plus tax trtle license
and $25 process lee

LOCAL SOFTBALL

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

MIDDLE DIVISION SOFTBALL

753-8355

901 Sycamore

The Dugout was a 10-3 winner over Futrell Tile in Monday nights
action. For The Dugout, Robyn Myhill racked up three home runs, while
Stephanie Kurz homered and had two singles Jessica Dowdy also had
three hits. For Futrell, Monica Lay homered and Casey Oliver and Ashley
Dunn had two hits apiece.
• In the second game, Mane Event cruised to a 20-3 win over Peoples
Bank. Erin Ford led the way for Mane Event with a single, double and
triple. Whitni Morns had three hits and Lindsay Lawson had a single a'd
triple. For Peoples Bank. Whitney Ray and Emily Jonas each had two

irs, This
•Petrovic...

t.0

34
,

Famous
Fish Dinners

I

"A Lake 1,u-ea Legend"

Fish Dinners in the Farmer Family Tradition
A favorite for over 40 years.
—featuring-

Newspaper
Contains

Owner: Mansfield & Sheila Farmer

Recycled Newsprint.

Hours: Tue.-Sat. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m., Closed Monday

FROM PAGE 6
Petri,\ 1;0, selected to the allNBA third team, averaged 22.3
points •on 52 percent shooting
and was one of the league's top

III Bulls...
Dan Majerle gets the main
assignment on Jordan. Nlajerle,

3-point shooters.

v, hi) has averaged 44 minutes per

However, his contract with
the Nets had expired and Petrink was upset the club did not
offer hula a new contract.- until
March. Mier the Nets were eliminated by Cleveland in the
first round of the playoffs, Petro% ic said he probably would
play in Europe next season.

playoff game, sas s he intends to
make Jordan work es en harder
than he had to against the Knicks.
who led the league defensively
this year.
"I'm just going to try and he
real aggressive.— Majerle said.
Suns coach Paul Westphal has
faith that Majerle will iv there all
the time.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Fish Shack

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461

CHRYSLERPLYHOUTFOODGE•JEEMAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray
753-644

4IPPIC

McGrew all singled.

FROM PAGE 6
plc on the frOal line,"
The Bulls got in a practice
before leaving Chicago on Monday. Today's practice was closed.
The Suns, of course, must find
a way to stop Michael Jordan and
Scottie Pippen, not to mention
the supporting cast that has
picked up the slack whenever one
of Chicago's stars has faltered.
Which hasn't happened much in
the playoffs.
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Fish Dinners, Shrimp, Steaks, Chicken

901 Coldwater Rd. • 753-8741
4111110(

,er
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YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME

Murray Tae Kwon Do Summer Program

"The Greatest Gift You Can Give Your s
Child Is Confidence!" At

Murray Tae Kwon Do
Call Today IS (502) 753-6111

Let Us Show You How

..:,
.__..-

Peoples Bank,Dees Bank and Bank of Murray are offering you a slice of
the American Dream - homeownership. Come to a series of two free
classes June 22 & 29 from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. at the North office ofPeoples
Bank, at corner of 12th & Chestnut Street.

0 •

Learn About
Budget & Credit
Homebuying Process
Loan Prequalification
Home Maintenance

s

Sarah Cox Age 8

,,,..

Chris Fike Age 5

To register call one of the participating banks or clip and mail the following to:
"Yes You Can", P.O. Box 1040-X, Murray, KY 42071

.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER*
V 1 Free Uniform

•

Name

V 2 Weeks of Training
../ 3 Private Lessons

Address
City, State. Zip

f A Total Value of $70,

NOW ONLY

$24951
•

Phone (Day

I KVellIng

Sign Up Now For This Summer!
Respect. Disciphne. Confidence

/

The stud% al Tar Diemen Do I% a fun. ilswiplIncti la 4)144 rievielop th p...litws of reed
character In swidstoon moth reeler confullence %our cholti e..11 Pte.r a hrtichter future
Call titre are\ Nr•ie cloaca. arc 4...a.a1 fur all alp itewir.
Sperrat Marti. to tatlattart Staboor-'

i•
•

Soca Secunty

Bank of Murray
Dees Bank of Hazel
Peoples Bank
=MN

kijiC

*
ar
r

Man arrested, charged
with neighbor's death

4. .•
• .%

•

•

•
*
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A
DAYTON, Ky. (AP)
maintenance man was charged
with murder and his wile accused
of tampering with evidence in the
killing of a neighbor in an apartment complex.'
Coroner tred Stine said initial
findings suggested that Mailmen
Hard, 24, died of strangulation.
Her naked body was found before

kiffe=mariffirria
Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Obituaries
Harry Lee Potts

John Trevor Knight

Funeral rites for Harry Lee
Potts will be Wednesday at 4
.p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Charlie
Arnett, Gary Evans and Connic,
Burton will officiate. The song
service will be by singers from
Glendale Road Church of Christ,
where he was a member.

The funeral for John Trevor
Knight will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Richard Farrell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.

dawn Saturday on her apartment
11(x)r with a T-shirt cinched tightly around her neck.
Poke later arrested Windcl
Hughes, 29, who lives in the
same building. He appeared Monday in Campbell District Court,
_Mr. _Knight, 22, of Vine Street,
entered no plea and. was jailed in
Murray, died Suitd—
ayrat 2:53 a.m.
lieu . 01 S25,000 cash bond or
in the Emergency Room of West,S50,0t4i property bond.
Angie Hughes was charged ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
\Anti tampering with evidence for
Survivors include his wife,
allegedly wiping blood off her
Latrica Adams Knight, one
Mrs.
husband's hoots. She also was
daughter, Laken Knight ; his
arraigned Monday and was
parents, John Lee Knight and Patreleased on a personal recogniricia Cole Knight; one brother,
tance bond.
Kevin Knight, all of Murray; his
.Both she and her husband are
Barkley and Marie
grandparents.
scheduled for preliminary hearCole, Murray, and Irene Knight
ing. June 17.
liard's body was found by a
neighbor, Brenda Greko, who
said that when she entered the
The funeral for Mrs. Mayme B.
apartment, hard's 18-month-old
daughter was sitting on a couch Thompson is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funnear the body while a second
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
eral
child ‘k as asleep in another room.
is officiating.
Mustering hope that Hard
Pallbearers are Romual Giles,
might still he alive. Grcko said
Lamb, Larry Hurt, Bill
Danny
tried to loosen the. T-shirt. She
was already cold, hut I figured if Adams, Charles Kemp and
Aubrey Eldridge. Burial will folI tried to loosen, it up maybe she
low
in Elm Grove Cemetery.
u'd gasp for air.—
Thompson, 96, Murray,
Mrs.
apartment
and
Sh:.• ran to her
911 — hut Hard was dead. died Monday at 3:59 a.m. at
NL.ighbors say trouble began
breyying Friday evening, when a
nunilNer of residents went to the
nearby cafe. Greko. who was
The Rev. Harry Hampsher, 65,
bat,y sitting for the Hughes'
Chattanooga, Tenn., formerly of
I -year-old daughter, said Hughes
Murray, died Sunday at a hospital
•.
there.
and-Ins wife were arguing outside
He was former minister of
their apartment when they
returned home from the outing. music at Calvary Temple Baptist
fireko said Windel Hughes was Church, Savannah, Ga., at First.,
Baptist Church, Murray, for 9'A
angry because Hard had told
years and at Brainerd Baptist
Angie Hughes he had been maktug sexual advances toward her. Church, Chattanooga, for 13
_years.
Mr. Hampsher was a music
m,,issionary in Portugal with the
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission
Board for 15 years before retiring
on. Jan. 1, 1993. He was currently
serviung as part time minister of
music at Dallas Bay Baptist
Two persons making the honor
Church.
roll at Murray Middle Sch000l
The former _Murray -man Was a
for the fourth nine weeks were
graduate of Georgetown College,
not included in the list submitted
Georgetown. Ky., and Sbuthern
by the school and published on
Baptist Theological Seminary,
Saturday in the Murray Ledger &
Louisville. He was a charter
They are Mary Kay Howard, member of- the Century-men, a
Southern Baptist Choral Group
Seventh Grade, All As, and Linty
McNutt, Eighth Grade, All As singing concerts in United States
and Bs.

Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

JOHN TREVOR KNIGHT .
of Altnti and the late Cecil
Knight.

Mrs. Mayme B. Thompson

-1014
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
1S32.13
DJIA Previous Close
Air Products
42 - 3is
A T & T........... .....—.6214 unc
53'4 14
Bell South
6.37/s - 14
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 58'/2 - 34
4634 Chrysler
26'4 unc
Dean Foods
653:.14
Exxon
Fisher Price
211
/
4.14
Ford Motor.....
....55 General Electric
93'4 - 34
General Molors....
.413/s Goodrich
4474
Goodyear
37'4 - '4
51'4 I B M
34'4 - 14
Ingersoll Rand
22'4 unc
K-Mart
291/1 K Li Energy
1714 - f's
Kroger ................
3/134 :
L & F
McDonalds
4914 36-1/..
Merck
4S - 14
J.U. Penney
Peoples First...............UK 3.114A
Quaker Oats
63'4 Schering-Plough
52'4 Sears
65'4
Texaco
3914 Time Vlarner
291.12 t's'r
2634.
- Wal-Mart
•wierci Lyons is a mituat massif in this
stock
UNC - poce unchanged
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
AOc • a-al
In'ormw DHILIJARD
Avalab e
Upon Reo.esl
LYONS

Our Best Inuestrnent Is You.
.L.41 Met Ii. Lyme Pc • lifter 103( i

SPC

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was the widow of Alva
B. Thompson.
Survivors include one son, •
James Thompson and wife, Marjorie, Memphis, Tenn.: one
brother, Nolan Adams, Murray:
two grandchildren, John G.
Thompson, Memphis, and Teri
Ann Barnes, NIL-Comb, Miss.: one
great-grandchild, Rachel Thompson. Memphis.

Rev. Harry Hampsher

Two students
omitted from
MMS honor roll

and foreign countries.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Martha Hampsher: two
daughters, Mrs.'Kay Brown, Red
Bank. Tenn., and Mrs. Barbara
Coleman, Wingate. N.C.: three
granddaughters. Abb. Kat. and
Molly Coleman: one sister. \11-S.
Arlene Wint&s. Enola. Pa.: one
brother, Larry Ilanapsth'r, Williamsport. Pa.: seyeral nieces and
nephe %A•
The funeral will he Wednesday
at 1 p.m. at Brainerd Baptist
Church, Chattanooga. with Dr. J.
Ralph McIntyre, the Rev. Ken
Duggan and the Rex. Pierce
.McIntyre officiating.
Burial will follow in Hamilton
Memorial_ Gardens with . the
arrangements by Chattanooga
Funeral Home. East Chapel,
where friends may call from 7 to
9. p.m. tonight (Tuesday 1. The
body- will lie in state from noon
to 1 p.m. Wednesday at the
church.

Ralton Wayne Spradling

-

Final rites for •Ralton Wayne
(Flunky) Spradling were today at
11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Tim Sizemore officiated.
Alvin York was pianist.
Pallbearers were Bill Bogard,
Aubrey Eldridge, Chris Duffy,
One Ballinger, Ken Lundrigan
and Burley Finch. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery. Mr. Spradling, 62, Murray,
died Sunday at 12:05 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

1990 Buick Park Avenue

All power. rear defogger. AVEM cassette, plus much

$12,500

•-a•
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kathy Boyle Spradling: two
daughters. Mrs. Joan (Jodie)
Davenport, Houston. Texas. and
Mrs. Julie Stout and husband,
James, Dover, Tenn.: one son,
James Spradling and wile, Tammy; Murray; one sister. Mrs.
Yuvone Harmon. Zion,
one
brother, Elmer Spraining and
wife, Willadean, Hamilton. Ala.:
three grandchildren. James Luke
Davenport. Houston, and 1.arkin
Wayne and Jessica Lee Spradling. Murray:.

Mr. Potts, 72, Rt.' 1, Kirksey,
.died Monday at 7 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of Kentucky Highway Department, he
was an Army veteran of World
War II and a member of Veterans
of Foreign Wars.

W. Porter Hutchens
Services for W. Porter Hutchens will be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis
Norvell will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery with Masonic rites
at the gravesite.
Friends may' call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Hutchens, 59, Grand Rivers, formerly of Murray, died
Monday at 6:43 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A Navy veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was member of First
United Methodist Church, Murray, and Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons. •

Born Oct. 2. 1433, in Calloway County. he was the son ot
the late Walter W. Hutch:Lis and
Vera Dunn Ilut.hens.
daughter. Tara Gale
died Oct. 28, It/61.
1!
Survivors include h
Mrs. Martha Roger: hitit.heri,, ii
whom he was married on No%
27, 1955:, two dauOiters. Mrs.
Melonie Lowe and husband,
Rick, Rt. 7. Murray-. and Mr..
Dawn Burkeen and husband.
Mitchell. Rt. 3. Murray: tour
grandchildren, Ashley Lowe,
Hillary Lowe, Allen Moore and
Whitney Burkeen: two brothers Thomas D. Hutchens and it
Nancy, Frisco. Texas. and Robert
E. Hutchens and. w it.e Sarah.
Boca Raton. Fla.

Robert B. Walker
The funeral for Robert B.
Walker will be Wednesday at II
a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The
Rev. Jack Jones and the Rev.
Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Music will be by Choir of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church with Mrs.
Hazel -Jean Br.rndon --as- pianist.Burial will follow in Barnett
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Walker, 86, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Monday at 7:O a.m. at West

View Nursing Home. Mutr.o.
He was preceded in ‘IL'ath i
his wile. Mrs. Pocalionta,
er, and two Mills, Robert filoyyn
Walker and Joseph Lynn W.ilker
He had been a ineink.r )t
lar Spring Baptist ChurLli ttnyears serving as deacon tot 411
• years, song loader 4-01 .;-•• - Vt,•.tr. ,
and treasurer for 30 .years.
Survivors include two.sislea.
in-law, 'Mrs. Christina ltrand)n.
Almo, and Mrs. Fay Robbins,
Aritona: one brother-tn-laYY /1,11 lin Rolle, Massaell use its: se,en .11
nieces, nephews ;Ind

Amos M. McCarty Sr.
Services for Amos M. McCarty
Sr. will be Wednesday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. Heyward Roberts
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White
will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. McCarty Sr., 86, of Doran
Road, Murray, died Sunday at
11:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Survivors ,include his wile.
Mrs. Eulala Lassiter McCam:
three sons, Amos McCarty Jr.
and wife, Judy, and J.W. My.t'arty, Murray, and Larry Myl'arty
and wife, Donna. Rt. 5, Murr,o.
daughter-in-law-, Mrs. Shirlcx
McCarty. Savannah, Tenn., one
sister, Mrs. Sally Martin, Doyer.
Tenn.; eight grandchildren. Kelly
Austin and husband. Paul. Tampa, Fla., Lcsa McCarty, Say annah, Tenn., and Mandee McCarty, Robyn McCarty, Amy McCarty, Eric McCarty, Julie NkCarty
and Cory McCarty, all of Murray .

HOG MARKET

Inc.
Motors,Cadillac
Purdom
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick •
Salespeople: Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom,
Tripp Purdom, Janke Asbridge
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

J. Hollie Jones
Federal-State Market Sews Service June 11, 1153
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 25$, Est. MO Barrows &
GIs LIM higher Sows steady LH higher
US 1-2 230.251 lbs.----------146.50-47.110
US 1-2 211.230
US 2-3 231.250 lbs..--.....540.51.44.51
545.110-44.01
US 3-4 2/0-215 lbs.

Sows
US 1.2 2711-350 ibs..
US 1.3 30/1-400 lbs.
LS 1-3 400-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 and tip
US 2.3 300-500 lbs.
Boars mostly 1.311.011

S31 00 33 00
533.05.34.01
534.011.35.110
$35.011-37.041
525.110-31.10

Family Service Is A Tradition
As Strong As The Hills

J. Hollie Jones, 77, of Rt. 7,
Murray, died Monday at his
home.
A retired farmer, he was a
member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Born April 17, 1906, in Calloway County, he was the son -of
the late Henry Edgar Jones and
Trudie Rogers Jones.
Survivors include one sister,

'the hills And today. some people will still move mountains to lend
a hand to others Ifs a heritage that folks around this area live by.
At Miller Funeral Home. we stand by a tradition of helping
families at a time of loss Our strength is providing caring service

For all Bridal Registries during
the month of Jun,, "Selections"
will give a 5 piece place setting oftheir chosen china
Lfl pattern. Come by or call for details,
r

that meets their needs Its a reputation we're proud to uphold. And
we're committed to rnaintaini74; that standard of care to area.
families for years to come

Dwane Jones, Manager
Maintaining our tradition 'If family service is important to us.
It's how we provide the prnn-a, le of service to area families at Miller

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
4th street • Murray. KY 42071
(t,02) 7(, 3-1612
A

We stand on the strength of our

Tommy Walker
licensed Funeral Director .3 Embalmer
Howard D. Mathis
licensed Funeral Director & Embalmer

Funeral

service

Mrs. Ola Mae Hughes. Murray.
one brother, Codie Eugene Jones
and wife, Mary Belle, Rt. I. Murray; one niece, Sandra Hughes
Flood: three nephews. Coale
Eugene Jones Jr.. Terry Hughes
and Jetty Hughes and wile Dana:
several great nieces and nepht•ws.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrnagements.

+ Grand +
Opening
Celebration!

Families helping families is a tradition as old and as strong as

311 N.

Born Oct. 12, 1920, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Durward NI. Potts and
Chloe Norsworthy Potts.
Survivors include his w de.
Mrs. Marian Murdock Potts, to
whom he was married on July 15.
1943; two sons,- Gary Lee Potts
and ,wife, Angie, Chattanooga,
-Tenn., anARoges -Ntact Potts and
wife, Robin, Flowery Branch,
Ga.: six grandchildren. Lauren
Elizabeth Potts, Lauren Nicole
Potts, Chloe Madison -Potts. Barbie Faye Potts. Brandy Leigh
Potts and Melissa Dav.-n Potts".
two Sisters, Mrs. Billie Ranks.
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. Ph‘lIis Darnell and husband. Ronnie.
Rt. I. Kirksey; two brothers, 'Fed
NI. Potts and wife. Norella. Murray, and Shelby Potts and wile.
Barbara. Rt. I, Kirksev.

Thelma Miller
licensed Funeral Director

Register for a Lead Crystal Vase
($58 Value) to be- given away the
end of June.

s.,647,1 ,\\
'' •
•‘N`,;$4$..
‘re
'V 0•
2'0 tt.
‘4‘:7
7i)

%

Murray's Exclusive
Bridal Registry
Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
After Hours By
Mon.-Sat.
Appointment
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
763-8808

Rickey Garland
Apprentice

Gene

Miller
Assistant

1.
• •; 4
"
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Classified
FARMED!, NttIthil 1

AMEOMESIMIIIIIN
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025..
030
040 .
050 .

190 ................ . Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
550 .........................Feed & Seed

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

060.
070.

SI 10. It ES
230.
250
290
530

090

Situation Wanted

100

Business Opportunity

110

Instruction

Public Sale

410
540

....

......... For Trade

560..

...Free Column
Wanted

570

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

. Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

280...

365

For Sale Or Lease

420

Home Loans

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

. For Rent or Lease

460

Humes- For Sill

310
1 RANSPOR 1 Al 10N
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
. Vans
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

LOST Black neutered
male cat Tall & slender
Heartbroken, child's pet
Last seen off Hwy 732 in
lake vicinity Answers to
name of Midnight Please
call day or night 753 8345
or 753-2395

The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for property insurance for the Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m., June 30, 1993.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
of all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.

AVON sales Be happy
Earn $9 $10hr Part time
no oivcrtory investment
Free samples product, kit.
trainiv 1 800 690 AVON
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from • God
554 7904 call for
lepDiritnnerit

LOST Reward $500
Siamese cat named Cud
dles, belongs to 3yr old &
14mo old Hwy 280 near
East Elementary School
753-9202

ACCEPTING applications
for cosmetologist and man
icurist 753-3688 after 5pm
489 2740

D & L Auto Repair is now
open for service in Murray
area All parts & labor guar
anteed 641 South Murray
(beside PTL) 753 9202
Open 9am 5pm 5 days per
week
LOOKING for good 9 ball
players 64 available slots
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
1st place $200+ 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards Dixieland
Shopping Center 759 9303
for informatwn
ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753 4545

Lost
And Found
LOST 05 28-93 Old English Mastiff dog, tan, male,
flea collar & collar, named
Duke Lost in Duncan Groc
ery area Call 759-4685

BABYSITTER needed in
our Almo home Hours M F
7am-4pm Must have own
transportation & refer
Call Paula
ences
753 6374 between 10am &
5pm M F
BABYSITTER needed for
summer for 6 & 9 year old
M T Th & F 9am 5pm
Please call 759 2510 atter
5pm

SHEETMETAL installer
with minimum of 2yrs ex
perience Call 753 8181
from 7 30am 4 300"ni or
come by 802 Chestnut for
application
WANTED Babysitter in my
home for 2 children in Lynn
Grove Hazel area tor
2pm 11 shift References &
own transportation re
quired 435 4421
WANTED OTR drivers
2yrs experience Van and
division
reefer
1 800 394 1888

BRITTHAVEN of Benton A WENDY'S Take our man
leader in the long term care agement path to success
industry is now accepting Our management trainees
applications for the follow
become leaders that know
ing RN Supervisor day how to make things hap
afternoon
shift M F LPN
pen We can otter competi
shift, Certified Nursing As live salary and a great op
sistants Nurse's Aide train
portunity You give us your
mg classes Selected appl- best effort and we do the
icants must be ambitious fest General managers
eager to learn & dedicated with 3yrs experience up to
to serving the elderly If $30 000. co managers up
interested apply at Brittha to $25,000 assistant man
ven on Hwy 641 across agement trainees up to
from Wal-Mart between $18 000 Apply to Oscar
9am 3pm M F EOE
Murray, 1111 Chestnut St
DANCERS waitresses 759 4695
$500 plus wkly 642 4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
Domestic
79E, Pans, Tn
& Childcare
or
DENTAL hygenist full
part time Send resume to CLEANING housw-, S il y
1317 Main St Benton Ky business Reliable & exper
42025 or 1653 Calloway ienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553
Ave, Murray. Ky 42071
DISTRIBUTOR of profes MOTHER of 2 children will
sional beauty supplies has mg to babysa in own home
sales position available in in Almo 759 1764
the western Kentucky area WILL babysit in my home.
Must have working know experienced 759-4490
ledge of the salon industry
or as a hair dresser For WILL clean houses Have
information please call references 753 8995
Beth -80964172
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 leave
message

***POSTAL JOBS***

Terry
Tatlock

Start $11.41/hr. + benefits. For application
info, call 1-(216) 3246228 7a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 days.

Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Say. Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

th.
Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
cheek to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

J All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Stale

(Its
Phone 1

1

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people be
tween the ages of 16 22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am 3 00pm We are an
EOE This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA
EMPLOYMENT opportunities are now available for
individuals with disabilities
or special education high
school graduates through
the JTPA program Anyone
who is interested in the
program may call 759-1965
for an appointment
FULL time experienced
night time cook Must work
weekends apply in person
Ann s Country Kitchen
Hazel
IMMEDIATE opening for
part time waitress Must be
21 Apply in person at Big
Apple Cafe 901 247 5798
NEED dependable babysit
ter in Stella or Kirksey area
437 4255
NEED full-time help for
auto body repair shop
Some experience neces
sary Please send appaca
hon to PO Box 1040 T
Murray KY 42071
NEEDING a substitute car
net to, day route in county
• and or night route in city
Pease call Chester Garner
759 1138

GRANDMA wood stove,
3sp girls bicycle. 3 ker
osene heaters, red pony
and used saddle
436 2858
HEAVY duty utility trailer
5.10 $425 753 7051 an
swering machine

PART time position in the
rental & sales of formal JUST arrived, New ship
wear Interested persons ment of 16 8. 16 5 Blem
may call 759 4073 or cend light truck tires All tread
resume to Mr Tuxedo 304 patterns $65 ea plus tax
East Main St Murray KY Mounted balanced & put
42071
on Warehouse fire 400 .
1111
SERVERS Apply in person Industrial Rd 753
before 1 lam or after 2pm
Temptations 102 S 6th
Murray

CONFEDERATE
silver
$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$ coins, proof
sets stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray) We buy, ap
praise Christopher's
Coins 753 4161

CLASSIFIED

PART time office work
Ability to operate cash re
gister, work with custom
ers. experience with IBM
computer Send resume to
PO Box 1032 Murray Ky
42071

LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
rentals
and sportswear
gowns and tuxedos Ruth s
See and Sew Country
Square 1608 N 121. Mur
ray 753 6981
METAL for farm and corn
mercial buildings Lengths
cut to order from 30" to 45
in inch increments 38
wide Galvanized or choice
of 10 colors in et and #2
grade Trim :accessories
and door hardware Call for
prices 1502i 489 2722 or
489 2724
PORTABLE barn style &
utility style storage building
753 6869
WEDDING dress, size 16
all accessories Boys
clothes size 6 8 children
492 84 4 ,
games
5pm 9pm
WHITE J)ipel length wed
ding dress and veil Call
762 2753
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
753 9274
155
Appliances

SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753-1061

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH paid for good. used
rifles shotguns and pis
tols .Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
TWO man pedal boat
436 2318

STRAW for sale Call Leroy
Todd 753 0858 or
753 8943

Business
Services
ASPHALT driveway sea
ling Top quality, low cost
free estimates Jeremy
Mayes 345 2748
KEN TENN Investigations
owner J B Wilburn. specia
lizing in criminal, civil
domestic and insurance in
vestigations 14 years law
enforcement experience
Bel Air Shopping Center
50 2 7 5 3 3868
502 436 6099 Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1982 NEW Haven 14x70
2br, 1 bath, like new Ask
ing $9800 436 5430
1988 14x80 MOBILE
home 3br. 2 bath, large
rooms, 'fireplace, central
h,a, underpinning, large
shingled porch Located on
24 acres, 4 miles from
Murray Alot of trees Seri
Qui" inquiries only
753-2860 after 5pm

Home
Furnishings
FULL size white French
Provincial bed room suit
Also have Papasan chair &
matching foct stool w'
cushion Both reasonably
priced 753 8743

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used F urniture, Appliances and kilisc Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
We buy furniture

REMMINGTON 12 gauge
870 $225, 3 wheel E Z Go
electric golf cart, $250
753 2816

WOULD you like a nice
home for you and your tam
ily? Now is the time to
invest Every day in June is
Sale Day Come by and
take advantage of super
deals like these, 3br, 2 bath
doublewide #189 $19,990
10% down and $177 per
month, 3br. 2 bath 14x80
#240 only $12,995, 10%
down and $150 per month,
Many more specials like
these Hurray While They
Last, We expect to sell all
discounted homes by the
end of June 8 51,-; and 5%
down payment available to
qualified buyers Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 East
Paris TN 901 642 4466
Home of the Unbeatable
Deal'
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

1140

ANTIQUE & Art Pottery
primitatives oak furniture &
hull, McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435 4327

EXERCISE equipment fur
naure washer & dryer
527 2821 or 395 3508

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

Sports
Equipment

Want
To Buy

MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed in &
receive a directory of area
musicians & technicians of
all shapes & sizes (pros
amateurs i Phone tor free
brochure, (901) 642 0773

1989 14x70 2BR 2 bath
with cathedral ceilings, ja
cuzzi, extra nice $14 500
753 9959 489 2068

200

ESTABLISHED lawn ser
vice with 50. cusotrriers
and all the equipment Seri
ous inquiries only
753 0501

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

295
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753 9600

MOBILE home spaces to
rent Two miles east o
Murray $75/mo rent. $75
deposit Call 753 7953

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
- NO DOWN PAYMENT
ala

1,,R14.4
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
COMING soon, Cooper
Grand Classic Passenger
tires with BO XXX mile war
ranty Warehouse tire 400
Industrial Rd 753 111
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
fish Murray Bait Co
753 5693

Mt'ltell
Coinputers
120
For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furrushings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170
180 ............... Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
195
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
210
Musical
220
Miscellaneous
240
260
T.V. & Radio
380
Pets & Supplies

$5 DO Column Inch
Display Ads
40% ['mount 2nri Kan.,
60% Discount 3rd RIM
All 3 Ads Mun Run Within 6 Day Period
1111 75 per °alma inch ears !ar 7Leeday Shoe
alas Cuuilet
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper alms. Classifieds
go Into Shopping Guide, P $2.00 ex•
tra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

Rooms
For Rent

Musical

WHIRLPOOL air condi
tioner excellent shape.
$100 obo 753 3727

THEM'S BARGAIN BIN
Position
Wanted

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so oorrectione can be
made.

220
Ankles
For Sale

INVITATION TO BED
FOR PROPERTY
INSURANCE

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
Hume hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads sandwiches.
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474 8 1 1 9.
Tues
1 800 649 3804

Mobile Homes For Sale

Business Rentals

1A911
Notice

1993 ND:DWARF
INFORN1.1.11ON
Medicare supplement
insuramti is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10
The part A deductible
you. Or your
insurance.
must pay has bccn
increased to S676 in
1993.
For more infOnnation
. call
McCONNELL
1NSL RANCE
AC EN U
753-4199
or nationwide 0100455-4199
our 31st year of service"

270.

150

Legal
Not

_1

Mobile Hornes For Rent

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

1110

RFAI. ESTATE SALES

111:A1. ESTATE ItENT.Al.

300

31ISCELLANEOL S

EMPLOYMENT

Display Ads

753-1916
OFFICE

Classified Ad Rates

Amu T.STMEN.L5

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadline, are It days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
ç
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Fnday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Llaturday Edition

NEW condition 7', ton
Trane heat & air unit
753 1300 alter 7pm
489 2116

MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications tar
1 2 and 3br apart!
erit.
,
Phone 759 4964 i'qua.
Housing Opportoi lit,

Business
Rentals

NEW 2br duplex Lentra
ha. appliances carport
$400.mo 181 7
ood No pets 751

FOR Rent Busines:, Ruta,
or Office Space in S Sidi
Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
310
Want
To Rent
NEED small house or trade
in country only with utilities
Preler a shady spot red
sonable rent
Call
436 5334 and leave
message

Apartments
For Rent
1 2, 3 4BR apts furnished.
very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
No pets Also room for rent
753-6111. 753-1252 days
753 0606 after 5pm

i4

NICE 2br
gas h a, appilani,s w
hookup Northwood Dr
$400 plus deposit 't4o pets
753 1953 or 753071,)

41,

2PR

NICE 3br, 510.eS
tor centr a: ha $4;:%.7)
deposit No pif1t. 105 Noitt
75'i
53 or
16 t h
753 0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor 906
Br6ad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

1BR & studio apt available,
appliances furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898
1 LARGE furnished apt, a
share a bath, $125'mo.
water & garbage furnished
753-7662

TWO one bedroom in Mur
ray $265 mo $265 depo
sit $175 mo $175 deposit
Call 753 7953

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109
2BR. 1' bath, wid hookup
carport & deck. $350 mo
753 6266 437 4855

UNIVERSITY view like
new apt in 4 plex
Stove Whig MISIO Ct.I.!'
ha, $400 mo 75380:..'
nights 753 2693 day'.

28R 1 bath. Ir, full kitchen
a'c, gas heat loacted in
quite neighborhood near
hospital and university No
pets $250/mo 759 1094
after 6pm

VERY spAook,s
duplex Normwouit
appionces turo.t.her1 .
tal air & gas hi -at $4 7*,
1 month deposit 1 yr
No pets 75-3 2905

S'P IP,
.1,

For Rent
Or Lease
CRf i
war','.
Dr

Livestock
& Supplies

2BR apt, large rooms very
near MSU for up to 4 Stu
dents, washer, dryer
stove refrigerator turn
Coleman RE
ished
753-9898
2BR apt near campus No
pets 753 5980
2BR apt near campus
$1801mo 759 9980
2BR apts spacious all
appliances including
washer & dryer $450ano
753 4573
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, $395/mo plus
deposit No pets 753 1266
before 5pm

'loon open

Knights of Columbus flail
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Roan
south to Sq Ito. Roaa, right on So Haie Road

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling

28R duplex. central h'a
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
753 9898
2BR duple!, central hia,
appliances. wid hookup
No pets 18027. B Monroe
Ave $325 plus deposit
1.527:7382

•••••.ri

NON-oft0FiT OROANQATION
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
753-0466 P.O.Box 1033 Murray

2BR duplex, 1411A Hill
wood Dr. $350,mo
759 4406

RENT-A -CAR
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

2BR in Northwood low utilities, available immediately
753 0521 or 759 9240
2BR near MSU Central
heat & air, available now
$3001mo appliances &
lawn maintenance turn
ished
Embassy Apts
753-9898
2BR Sherry Lane Estates
New & very nice All ap
phances furnished including washer & dryer cen
tral hia quiet neighbor
hood
Coleman RE
753 9898

By Way of the
Grapevine
A

Antiques & Gifts

New selecoon of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, piscernats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, LA* & apple kitchen
accessories, silk geranium;& sunflowers Come by for
the 'unique" Mother's Day CAW
( Gift certificates a Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-5 PM Sun 2-5 PM

3BR unfurnished apt re
frigerator and stove in
cluded Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
month 753 7276
ELEGENTLY decorated
lbr on Hwy 280 $275 mo
2br redecorated oft 94E
$250/mo Water furnished
deposit No pets 753 8848
before 8 30pm

CYLOR BUILDING

FURNISHED apts 1 or 2br
No pets Zimmerman
Apartment. 753 6609

Over 4N1 Satislied Castellon Sisee bU
11141101188411811
(502)T34-3207
Other
sad
,
Basement.

•• .

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 A 3 bed
rooms handicap access'
ble Equal Housing Oppor
tunity Apply Haildale Ape.
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113

1BR furnished apt Nice
and clean, close to cam
PUS $175 per month
753 7276

1550SQ.FT.BRICK HOME FOR $49,900. New 3
Br. Ranch,energy efficient, brick home with 2full
baths, fireplace, central heat a air, vaulted
ceiling, dishwasher, range, skylight, and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl apace.

CORPORATION

NICE 2br dupes
ha satellite $375 f•
pets 753 735'

too-

LAME lb. eel nee
out meet %Miles pot
11111tYteo 79,99/10

CUSTOM IUTC11401 CAMISIETS
CUSTOM w000vronanac
AN Types Of:

Custom Woodworklni;
& Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our sho*lSorsuftsurivwueNas RIPP,"11
rliaSes0
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CLASSIFIEDS

•• .

•

530

520

an obedient safe
/1.-2; •or show or home
Classes or private lessons
Seni•ng Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

building tot in

quiet restricted subdivision
Half an acre plus 10 mi
flutes from shopping center $7000 901 642 7577
or 901 642 4714

PEG S -Dog Grooming
EXTRA large lot in Kings
753 2915
wood Subdivision Located
on Lancelot Street
753 0810 after 5pm
Now Open
LOT with trees in South
west Villa size 100 x140 or
150140 753 3488

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming

ASO

Farms
For Sale

All Breeds, All Sizes

ScZ' Sloe Shopping CI

after 7pm 489 2116

3 ACRES. new well. 2 outbuildings- fenced 8 miles

4110

south of Murray $9900
436 5744 or
obo

Public
Salo

436 2528
APPROX 33 acres pasture
land or building sites. 1 acre
wooded Shiloh Community oft l-'.-.. 1550 7536758
after 9.bir

23 Family
Yard Sale
June 8th & 9th
7 tll
From Mayfield take

1973 FORD LTD good con-

dition

runs good $550

obo 7536491
1980 DODGE Omni 4dr,
hatchback brand new Hol

2BR house rear university
on commercial lot low
$40s Also small camper
753 2967
3BR 1 bath brick home in
city limits Priced in the
$40s 753 9708 after 5pm

1985 MAXIMA Sta Wgn.
sun moon roof p s p b.
p w V-6 come look,

South on 2nd St. left at
SaWrrkRattlin Bridge Rd.
(Bekhor Oil) for 1 mile,
2nd house on left. Signs.
June 12
a.m.-3 p.m.
Chest freezer. exec equip ,
ladies good name clbthes
(412),jewelry. kids clothes
2-14). crib ex. cond toys,
dishes. scooter, table, vanity. commode, 4 tires, cur',a r rods, yard tools &
‘o.ver Dots Ta^i

Real
Estate
• _,)PPERLJD Realty has
buyers waling to purchase
homes al: price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753, 1222 or stop
by orrice at 711, Main St
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Do:ley
Center
Be! Air
50L'7 5 3 SOLD'
1 6.'01 369 5780
ROE3r:RTS Rcaltri Co.'0
oidest arid
'nest
or •' real estate
For all your real
-3.reds call them to
it 753 1651 1 Syca
-Ina .12th St

Lake
Property
SMALL 2br house l750scl
tt) 2 lots good shape perfect for weekend retreat or
summer home View of lake
from deck $24,900 Bank
payment- lower than new
car 753 2339 or 753 8767

ROY

BY owner Spacious 4.
bedroom 3 , bath in beau
titul Dogwood Drive area •
Fenced back yard brick
patio second story deck
overlooking tree covered
lot Formal dining room
living room family room 2
fireplaces Completely tin•
-isned basement Asking
$139000 Serious inquiries
only No realtors please
753 5800
HOME with income Six
rooms. 3br -2 bath,

screened and carpeted patio a:i electric built-in
kitchen central ha Sepa
rate entrance to upstairs. 4
room and bath apt newly
decorated ton rental t•
acre site ' reduced to
$49900 759-1122
LOCATED in one of Murray s loveliest neighbor
hoods-with a touch of coun•
try. conveniently close to
everything This 2 story 4br,
3 bath all brick quality built
home has many added tea
tures 305 Oakdale Dr by
owner
Please call
753 7204

irm
Motorcycles
1984 HONDA 700' Magna
12 500 miles value $1575
sell for $1100 753-9786

HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry
and general repair
753-0596

Plumbing Repair

list $12 500 asking $8500

1989 18FT Bomber Corn
PS custom
mander Ski Pleasure boat COi_r,
rr c'ers offices
165hp Mercruiser inboard Horn,.
motor. seats 7 people Re Wul'rs Recovery Murray
duced to $9000 436-2794 436 5560
after 4pm weekdays & any CUt.f.lNGHAM S Heating
time Sat & Sun
Cs,oi.ng Service Corn
36FT house boat alumi peti ,r,stailal'an and ser
Call Gary at
num hull newly remodeled
2
115 Evinrude motor goner 759 -54

753 4260

ator. $6500 436 5811

1990 CADILLAC Seville.
loaded extra nice white
with red leather 492-8836
after 5pm

BASS & ski boat
436-2071 436 5811

$3850 After 5 30pm
753 8096

1986 TOYOTA 4x4 SR5
long bed loaded excleent
condition also 1993 Dodge
Colt 4dr, auto. 8XX miles.

1991 PONTIAC LeMans
2dr, 4 cyl, auto. 23.XXX
miles like new. $4950
753 3704 1601 Loch Lo
mond will trade

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule•

3BR brick home on 2 acres yard Music Murray's Al
plus minus Nice shady lot- pine tar Aticho Specialist
with excellent garden spot
Dixieland Center. 1 block
carport & detached garage
from MSU dorms
Located of the Tenn side of
mile from KY line
Hazel
& 3 4 miles from Hazel &
Puryear Must see to ap
preciate Call Moody Realty 1963 CHEVY pickup 350
1 800 642 5093 Marty V-8 motor, excellent shape
$49 500
436 2147

Yard Sale

BACKHOE Service

to

INBOARD & outboard Mar•
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat BOBS
ley car.leel pump.coil Aye__
irp AIL work_ guaran- -me Repair- -Service- calls
16-5--ft-t40hp MercrurSel Send
& distributor cap runs
753 1134 or 502-438-5792
10 walk thru front top teed
good good gas mileage.
436 5832
spare prop low hours dark
.,
B ASSOCIATES Gengood tires cream color fair
brown & tan, excellent con CARPET -and vinyl installa
eral construction, remodelcondition $600 753 6796
dition $4650 436 5610
ton arid repars Glen Beb
ing garages. decks, patios,
.41980 MAZDA RX7 new
'
her
interior tnm 753-0834
1987 HYDRA Sport DV
753-2297
tires $800
185 150XR 2 Mercury fully CHIM Chum Chimney KITCHEN CABINET REloaded with extras tandem Sweeps t
• . senior COVERY existing doors &
1981 OLDSMOBILE Cut
trailer with brakes Call
• We sell frames with woodgrain forlass Calais needs work
'
screens
evenings 753 1301
$300 Call 762 2753
mica, all colors. Free esti-

1991 FORD Escort LX
20 XXX miles like new.
$6000 753-7387

Hwy. 80 East 2 miles,
turn left at Hwy. 131,5
miles.
Dolls, tools, glassware,
antiques. toys. furniture,
children & adult clothes,
lots of misc.

1986 ARIES Fish &

system drive
90hp Mercury. Thruster HILL Septic
hauling foundations.
trolling motor $3950 ways
etc 759 4664
753 1115

435 4..,.

1-225 ACRES 753 1300

759-1768

Services
Offered

Rods
I. Motors

Lots
For Sale

Pets
& sow,its

1973 GMC pick up good
$1000
condition
753 8609
TON F-2"' Ford
1976
truck 4x4 $1000 Call
435 4307 after 6pm
1980 SUBURBAN', ton. 4
wheel drive-489-2691
1988 DODGE Dakota
$3300 obo 753-7902.
437 4066
1991 FORD Explorer 4
wheel dr. 2dr Eddie Baurer
package. auto p.s. ac.
$17000 901-644-3764

Campers

tri,hing re
and blow

1.'is

Services
Offered

753 4761

I A A-1 Hauling. tree ;1M
ming. tree removal deal
ing out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
IA Al town country yard
mowing landscaping tree
trimming tree rerro%uil
light hauling Free est
Lame
1 Pi
mates
436-2528
Al 1A all around mowro &
tree trimming & light ha,.
mg Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark

A1A Landscaping Sprno
clean up Mulching had
ing tree trimming &
moval
492 8254

After

5cm

Al. AL•S haurrrg
rn
work tree ri,r3,
g
Free.
759 1683
Al Professional VCR
cleaning & small reca.r.
Call Zeb s VCR Repair
436 2135

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 759 9816 753 0495
ALPHA BL,
Carper,
try remode iri.g porcin
roofing concrete dri.i•

489 2303

home 24ft 48,000 actual
mi,es microwave, tv & vcr
newly remodeled.excellent
condition 753 8663

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

JAYCO camper, excellent Factory trained by 3 rnal3r
manufacturers All wo•k
condition, sleeps 6 low mi
leage good storage space. and parts warranted A',IN
has sink propane stove & for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455
electrical hook up $1200
7531901
'APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghous.
Whirlpool 30. years e.
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
1968 14FT Fish and Ski
boat 45hp good trailer with
new tires trolling motor and
other accessories $700
obo 762 4791

LAWN mowing service. Insured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564

Solution to a Predicament

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MOODY'S, mower repair
Pick up and delivery
753 5668
MOWER repair Same day
service 7 days week Most
repairs at your homeFactory trained. It
.yrs expen
ence 502-753-5299
MULCH pick up loads
Murray 436-5560

construction
biwn ceilings
add
335 4i: ••••=,

PAINTING, exterior. interior Call Charlie Rains

Rr:rcair piumb
wo•k
t

PLUMBING repairman with

753 5754
same day, service
436 5255,

I. Jr`
ti

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Da, or night,
753 5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
g....tterr, variety
in
able

Call

RICK'S Roofing All types
01 roofs and repairs Tor
chon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience.' guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing; siding,
painting, plumbing, con-

crete Free estimates Call
474 2307 •
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth 'Barnhill
-53 2674

ivy Certi
TUTORING
• ,
• 'or Elemen
Yourhome or
:dry
brat';Tiexible times
$10 per hoc; Call
753 6726 anytime or leave
message on machine
VCR NINTENDO REPAIR
Wood VCR Service Center
cleaning servicing $15
most repairs $35 New lo
cation Route 1 Almo
Open 9 12 1 5 Mon Fri
753 0537

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742

WILL mow lawns
753-8908

Call

Don

7r:25 277:i

FREE puppies Blue Heeler

mix 492-8289 after 6pm
FREE puppies Blue Heeler'

mix

CLASSIFIED

What's as easy as
Costs

Call

only

.

a day,

attracts readers like a
attracts a
'44
causes your
puts

to
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in your
. and can be as

much fun as a
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YARD
SALE
SEASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

7.50
12.50
15.00

Ads must be paid in advance. A *2.00 fee will be
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
3
Wednesday
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 7531917

\\irking
Around
rrhe
Clock
RE You!
Some
ing

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

advertising

messages are fleet

they're seen or heard for a

few seconds
Rune'

Tomorrow: Delicate defensive play.
South dealer.
It didn't take South long to go
erTti
able.
North-South vulnm
-astray. He won the trump lead with
NORTH
the ten and continued with the ace,
416AKQ
on which East discardedu club.
41' Q 4
At this point, declarer realized
• K J 95
that the only real threat to the con•Q 963
tract was the possibility that the
WEST
EAST
hearts might not he divided 3-2. Ac+108543
+972
cordingly, at trick- three he led a
V J 10 9 3
heart to the queen and then led a
+8762
•3
heart back to the ace. Unfortunately.
+754
•K J 1082 West ruffed and the grand slam went
SOUTH
down the drain.
• 6
Declarer would have done much
IP A K 8 7 5 2
better had he taken more effective
• A Q 104
steps to guard against unfavorable
4,A
divisions in both diamonds and
The bidding:
hearts. All he had to do was cash the
South West
North East
ace of clubs at trick two, then lead a
1 if
3 NT
Pass
low trump to dummy's nine.
4•
P
Pass
s
6•
Pass
Upon discovering the 4-1 trump
7•
division, declarer ruffs a club, leads
Opening lead -eight of diamonds a spade to the queen, and ruffs anGood bridge requires great men other club with his last trump. Now
tal effort. In a sense,this means you a spade to the king. followed by the
must do more than merely rely on K-.1 of trumps, puts an end to the
pastexperience in similar situations; matter.
you must also think things out - By playing this way.South scores
independent of what has happened all 13 tricks regardless of how the
to you before.
hearts are divided. He finishes with
For example,take this case where his four natural trump tricks, two
South got to an excellent grand slam club ruffs in his hand. the A-K-Q of
and went down one,losing 100 points. spades. the Q-K-A of hearts and the
However,he should have madeseven ace of clubs. It all seems ridiculously
diamonds and scored 2,340 points easy if you stop to think about it.The
hard part is to think about it!
instead.

Horoscopes
WEDNESDAY,JUNE 9, 1993

Border Collie
V.'ANTED !.gr,t hauling. 435 4174
trees trimmed or removed

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic ian.
installation repair reprace

ment 759.1515

Contract Bridge

rg

,•.A..TERS
pant'Sg
i-itimates 18
.-acal re
r
4 ,•-•.

AMY WILSOfiledger & Times photo

The State Service Council for Red Cross met recently in Murray
to discuss the services and delivery for Red Cross state-aide. Pictured are (from left) Allen Rushing, chairman, of Lexington, Peggy Billington, director of the Murray Red Cross, and coordinating
chapter manager, Douglas O'Donnell of Louisville.

mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.

ExPERi:ThCED drywall

nrino

na
ANTIQUE ref
future repair &
woodworking 753 80

1977 ELDARODA motor

sept,c SyS
8'61 after 4pm

AC'k
-I.54

,
r

530

ways paintinq mainte
nance. etc Frei: J.:St mat.

SIO

CUSTOM h,.iuzing and

•

and then they are

It s not that way when you advertise
en ciassified Your message, in print,
can be read and re read
any time

(For your personalized dads Jeane Dixon hot os,ope, based on %,
date of birth, call 1-900-98g-'77)(8. Your plume compans still hill .01,1
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE Discuss a recurring piot-ileni,.m.ith
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: loyal friend.
%INC() u Aug. 2$ Sept. 22.1: Be
Welcome an opportunity to improve
your finances through part-time prepared Itu sq.uTt an imiNirtant .1;_!ree activities. An inspirational book or Medi. The, benefit. could be gi eat
Act:et-41ml a
video helps you stay motivated in for % on and ‘our
the fall. A complete ,business turn- social in% Hat ion ....Link! lead to a
around is possible by December. spark!inc new romance.
LIBR 'Sept. 23-1ki. 221. A .
Early in 1994. patch up any differences with a longtime all. good da.% to tie up loose Imaakaal
Romance will be unpredictable as ends. An insesnliellt de•er.e. closer
spring approaches. Avoid overreact- scrutinx Defer to an espert.
ing. You gain a significant advan- luck and romance still come %our
tage by remaining calm when others was if %oil pia\ ‘iiin cards c.iiebt,Ils.

blow off steam.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actors Johnny Depp
and Michael J. Fox. composer Cole
Marvin Kalb.
Poner.itevyscaster.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Change your plans to accommodate
others. Your kindness will be richly'
rewarded. An excellent day to tackle
a project requiring intense concentration.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Put your energy into new projects.
Protect an original idea with a copyright or patent. Important papers
surface in a mysterious way. You
might be better off not finding out
how.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Lower profits or earnings could
cause concern now. Look for new
ways to reduce costs. Do not let
impatience drive you into acting
impulsively. Traveling salespeople
find many new customers.
CANCER (June 2l -July. 221:
Act purposefully with new clients
and they will give you more business. Computers can save you a lot
of effort. Spend some time alone
with each of your children.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Not a
'good day for seeking publicity.
Evening hours are the best time to
display your know-how. Take special- pains with your appearance.

SCORPIO ((Kt. 23-\0\ 211:
harm a personal 'via,
tionship. Reduce sour vs orkload
Jealous.% t

before sour health solfers. Good
eating habits and dail% everL ise ss
improxe Sour mental outlook.
Unwind tonig.ht.
SACITT.ARII S iNos. 22-Des..
211: Let So 01 Mos.: unnecessar!.
worries crowding our lite. \late
needs to know our real needs.
Being more a.-sertise Liquid improse
your marriage. Sort out a financial
or bookkeeping problem w ithout
further dela\ .
. CAPRICORN iDeL-. 2-2-Jan.

Not a good time to change the
direction of sour career. \faking a
quick buck i ss could cost ou
death later on.lt tired or scenes.
look for an oxen-tempered romantic
partner.
AQI. ARIL s Llan. 2(1-Feb. 181: .
Arrange sour work or school schedule so that ‘on feel more comfort-

able about what sou are doing. Writers and artists shurtilci perNes ere. A
lucky break is hkels! Nurture an
important relationship. PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201: A
strong sense ot self still carr% Sou
past any obstacles sou encounter
toda. Obserxe all saletv rules and
open new lines ol comnninication
with a co-worker. Romance takes a
backseat to career.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are energetic, innovative and protectise of their
these xoungsters tend to
privacy. Although they often use the pronoun
hide their true feelings. A cautious streak leads them to take their time when
making friends. Once these Geminis do give their heart. they can become
quite possessive. Their initiative and clever ideas attla/e teachers and play mates alike. As adults, they will be especially suited tor jobs that require
dealing with the public.
ho.olk *It
1 TO order a rvasid And updated ..op‘"n1 leant- Dimni s hrs.1
r!,,.
er How .Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in Initr. Mi, .enit
( Its Mo. t011 Si.ik,
10 Dunn. 01, Andre*' and ML-Meel. P0 RO‘ 410150. K.1/1,4,
Andrews and ‘4,VIeel

of the day or night
When you're looking for results,
look to classified One phone call
puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you
right around
the r lock

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

ServiCeMASTER
Carpet, Furniture
and Drapery Specialists
COMICIRICAURESIDENTIAL
SorriookilASTER of the Lakes
73111-1707
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Looking Back

Ten years ago
Today is Tuesday. June 8, the 159th day of 1993. There are 206
Fifty participants from Murray
days left in thd year.
and Calloway County will be
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
among about 1.600 athletes who
On June 8, 632 A.D., the prophet Mohammed died. Mohammed's
will compete in the 14th Annual
teachings, rccordcd in the Koran. forged a new religion, Islam.
Kentucky Special Olympics at
On this date:
Murray State University. June
In 1915, Secretary of State William Jennings Bryan resigned in a
9-12.
disagreement over U.S. handling of the sinking of the Lusitania.
In 1942, Bing Crosby recorded "Adeste Fidcles" and "Silent
Robert K. Martin, Certified
Night" in Los Angeles for Decca Records.
Public Accountant of Murray, has
In 1953, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that restaurants in the Disbeen elected president of West
trict_ of__Coltunbia_ couLd not_scluse- to serve bIlck
Kentucky Chapter of Kentucky
In 1966, a merger was announced between the National and AmeriSociety of CPA.
can football leagues. to take eflect in 1970.
Births reported include a girl to
In 1967, 34 U.S. servicemen were killed when Israeli forces raided
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Gallimorc,
the Liberty, a Navy ship stationed in the Mediterranean. Israel called
May 21; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
the attack a tragic mistake.
Greg
Miller, May 24; a boy to
London
capture
of
James
in
Earl
announced
authorities
the
In 1968,
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Wayne
Ray. the suspected assassin of cis', rights leader Dr. Martin Luther
McBride. May 25; a boy to Mr.
King Jr.
and Mrs. David L. Smith, May
In 1978. a jury in Clark County. Nev.. ruled the so-called "Mormon
will, purportedly written by the late billionaire Howard Hughes. was 31.
a forgery.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hafford
Ten years ago: President Reagan unveiled a new arms control prop- Paschall will be married for 50
osal offering the Kremlin a choice of curbing. nuclear arsenals either
years on June 10.
through numerical limits on missiles and warheads. or a ceiling on
their combined destructive power.
Five years ago: The judge in the Iran Contra conspiracy case ruled
that Oliver North. John Poindexter. Richard Secord and Albert Hakim
DEAR ABBY: Last year you
had to he tried separately.
printed the letter I wrote as a
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III and Russian daughter of an American who was
Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev met in Washington to try to pave killed during the Vietnam War. The
the way for a new round of strategic arms cuts. Negotiators at the publicity it generated about our
Earth Summit in Brazil created a new C.N. commission to monitor support network for the children of
casualties of the Vietnam War,Sons
compliance with environmental treaties.
and
Daughters In Touch ISDIT),
76.
Byron
PresCourt
White
Justice
is
Today's Birthdays: Supreme
made our first Father's Day gatherident Subaru) of Indonesia is 72. Actress Alexis Smith is 72. Former
ing in Washington. D.C.. a powerfirst lady Barbara Bush is 68. Actress Dana Wynter is 63. Actor James fully patriotic and poignant outDarren is 57. Singer Nancy Sinatra is 53. Musician Rot Scaggs is 49. pouring of love and affection.
Actor Don Grady is 49. Singer Bonnie Tyler is 40. Actor Griffin
The response to my letter was
wonderful. I heard from several vetDunne is 38.
Thought for Today: "The penalty (il success is to he bored by peo- erans who had served with my
ple who used to snub you." - - Viscountess Astor, American-born father, and I learned more about
the circumstances of his death. My
English politician 4,1879-1964).
mother and I were visited by a mu-

ip
Is
n.

Toenty years ago
The Tappan Manufacturing Co.
unveiled its new $500,000 water
treatment facility on June 7 to
several civic and community
leaders. E.J. Haverstock is general manager of the Murray plant.
This facility is only one of its
kind in West Kentucky.

Murray Farmeriec Heiress, was
sold at first Kentucky National
Jersey Show and Sale at State
Fairgrounds. The selling price
was $700 plus S160 in prize
money from the show.
Army 2d Lt. Gerald D. Hale,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lennis C.
Hale, has been assigned to 2nd
Armored Division at Fort Hood,
Texas.
Rv.ceirt bitths reportid -ativtur=ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Phillips, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Osborn and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Hoskins. Mrs. Barnard Tabus. Mrs.
Lenith Rogers and Mrs. Max Farley were elected as officers of
Suburban Homemakers Club at a
meeting held at the home of Mrs.
Tom Wells.
Forty years ago
"East Main Street is lit up hie

Larry David Fox, 17, Rt. I,
Hazel, died June 7 at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, from
injuries sustained when hit by a
car an Highway 94 at Lynn
Grove on June 1.
Donald B. Hunter Jr., 16, Murray, died June 7 at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, from injuries sustained in a car-train collision on
New Concord Road on June 4.
Thirty years ago
A four-year-old Jersey cow
from Murray State College Farm,

plc who had been close friends, but
had lost contact after my father
died.
Equally as important as our personal responses were those of other
sons and daughters who had lost
family members in that war. Many
felt as alone as I did, and it meant
so much to learn that we were not
alone.
Last Father's Day, hundreds of
us met at the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial. It was the fir4 time in
more than 20 years that most of us
had even acknowledged Father's
Day, and it was wonderful to begin
the healing that came from bonding
with each other and expressing love

for our fathers.
Following Father's Day, I
received a letter that said,"I felt my
father's arms around me all
(Father's Day) weekend. ... I never
really mourned when my father
died because I was only 7, and
couldn't comprehend what had happened. And I never talked about it
until now. If you hadn't written to
Dear Abby, I might have spent
Father's Day feeling terribly alone."
We've heard from many other
sons and daughters who were
unable to attend our gathering and
who have asked that we observe
this Father's Day with the same
type of event. We've recently incor-

BLONDIE
IT's /AY SG'01E WON'T 1
LEAvE ME ALONE...i-IES
BEEN ON MY CASE ALLmORNING!

L'S
e

I JUST CANT RELAX ...
GET AWAY
I'LL. GE"'
FROM
YOU SOME
coFFEE

c ALL. taiGor. Now wHAT
ABOuT -1-LA1- ;1132KEIZ
ACCOUNT ?!

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES
OK, ThIS GUI G:ES
SO DOMAN, 114.RES %IS COG
4_
A BAR t40,
AVAD FkE. SMS StrACTUN6 ODD,
DoEsmT Do TA4AkT (ET
I DzivT RE.MERBM, Bur NIS
OR. MAIBE ITS A GRo(ERI oThER GO'i 5A1S, UM, %CIL,
SToRE OK IT DDE.stAI MATTER I VORGET, ?UT tv*LAS
LETs sk4 ITS A BAR. tAtS
l-99144
SoMEWI-CRElt. TUE 4ICIBIT1
OF A BAR. 121G41-7

I'LL Iasi To
INIAGUA. IT

a Christmas tree now. Dublin
Buick Used Car Lot and Thurman's Furniture Store • really
moved it uptown," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Willi;ims. publisher.
Four persons from Murray
were among those receiving
degrees recently at University of
Kentucky, Lexington. Terry.
David Grant, son of Mr. and Mrs.
-11t -Cirant, and Ralph Boyd.--coit
of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Boyd,
received degrees in pharmacy
John WOOdrult and Harold
Young received degrees in
agriculture.
Joan Williamson and Terry
David Grant were ninarried May.
31 at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Lt. Ruth E. Cole, daughter of
Mrs. Rena Cole of Murray, is stationed at Naval Hospital, Nleniphis, Tenn.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
vOU LOOK AWFUL.

PAGE 11

1041. '4OU.
KALI LA,uGu

porated as Sons and Daughters In
Touch, and plan to have an even
bigger and better "Proud to Remember" weekend in Washington. D.0 .
on June 18-20.
Abby, please help us reach others who need to know about our
organization and the upcoming
Father's Day gathering. Being able
to reach out to each other can make
such a difference to the more than
50,000 sons and daughters who lost
their fathers in Vietnam.
Abby, thank you for realizing the
importance of our group and helping us to find each other.
PATTY CRAWFORD,SONS ANI
DAUGHTERS IN TOUCH, WAS11INGTON, D.C.. COORDINATOR
DEAR PATTY AND READERS: It's heartwarming to know
that the event was so successful. And for those who are interested in attending the next
"Proud to Remember" weekend
or who would like information
about the organization, please
send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: Corky Condon.
Sons and Daughters In Touch.
2030 Clarendon Blvd. No. 412,
Arlington, Va. 22201, or phone
(703)525-1197.
DEAR ABBY: Your recent letters
about garbled names prompted me
to dig through my archives to
retrieve a record I kept during my
working years. When I noticed how
often my name had been completely
botched, I started to save the evidence. Hardly a.repeat: Bill Schnably, Phil Snobble, Bill Schnavel,
Phil Schusbel, P. Schnabelly.
William Sknambel, Bill Snoddel,
Pyil Schanabel, Philip Schmable.
There are more, but I believe I've.
made my point. My name is ...
PHIL SCHNABEL.
EUGENE.ORE.

Dr. Gott
.
8

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
CATHY
FOUR NEW SOCIALLY RELEVANT,
FAmILY-ORIENTED SHOWS:
BEGUN, TRIED AND CANCELLED...SEVEN NEW POOTicALLY CORRECT, ETHNICALLY
DIVERSE SHOWS: BEGUN,
TRIED AND CANCELED

EIGHT NEW GLOBALLY CONCERNED, VIEWER-FRIENDLY,
SEXUALLY SAFE, ENLIGHTENED
ROLE MODEL SHOWS: BEGUN,
TRIED AND CANCELED.

TV fINALLY SUCCEEDS AT
MIRRORING REAL LW E.

ITS HARD TO FIND A RELATIONSHIP THAT LASTS MORE
THAN THIRTEEN EPISODES

"Of course, one of the more popular myths is that our
16th president was born in a little log cabin."
JlI!*,;"

Crosswords

•
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Heelless
shoe
5 "Major —"
8 Withered
12 Metal
13 Ventilate
14 Shadow
closely
15 Haphazard
17 Longs for
19 Church
official
20 Slight
coloring
21 Harem rooms
23 Pitch
24 Criticize
sharply
26 Become
aware
of
28 Condensed
moisture
31 Hypothetical
force
32 Contend

BEEN IN EVE-gt/
I Cr;Nr WANT To Lcq-c
FURNITuRe ST0M itiTct.44
FINly rAceeScxM
-151M1-1T-IERE FiNkfrHINGSOMS,EL LETS JUST
yco LIKE? Ii
G.T THIS or,
SURe
SUR
AO
eur
AeoUT THIS
ONE!

--r
4,4grtr.mt

r7.
GARFIELD
OH, HI,
ODI E

FILLING IN FOR ODIE
TODAQ WILL BE 7H16
PIECE OF CARDBOARD!

1

2

3

33 Note of scale
34 "— Gun"
36 Flower part
38 The
firmament
39 Condescending look
41 Trial
43 Lance
45 Brief
48 — of Nations
50 Colored band
51 Gaelic
52 New Zealand
parrot
54 Object Of
affection
55 "The —
Hunter"
56 Sch. course
57 N.J. cagers
DOWN
1 Mud
2 Mountains
of Europe
3 Author Jack
5

4

MCP
LORD ()SBA
DIEU ANA
EWER
MEET i gna
ANTOS
ALEE
RAISIN
ENS
IL
ROAD
ED
AGENTS
ARC
PRO
IN
I T
CAT
ROW
URSINE
EL
MEUS
ME
ERS
SASHES
AURA
EDINIS
DARLING
APE
DUES OD I T
LENA
APSE
RED
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8

7

8

14

Mil

hi

m
21

PEANUTS
ft

THAT
WA5
FUN!

WI

d

Mid
II
lil
II

9

AIM
id
iil il
WI•WI•
Mill
11
id d
ill
illii
dNU ill

Wail
wi id
1

9 Merited
10 Finger wear
11 Otherwise
16 Spoken
18 Kind of
collar
22 Cut
23 Handle
24 Vessel
10 11
25 Fuss
27 River island
29 Antlered
animal
30 Manner
35 Gratify
36 Lima's
country
37 Native of
Latvia
38 Measured
step
40 Ardent
42 European
?Inch
43 Winter
•
vehicle
44 French
priest's
title
46 Espy
17 Morays
45 Plow out
SOW",
S3 — pro,

4 Finished
5 Obstruct
6 Three-toed
sloth
7 Arid
8 Blemish

13

12UU
15
19

Answer to Previous Puzzle

1

DEAR DR GOTT I've been diag
nosed with diverticulosis rye hail
more frequent attacks over the years
and find more and more binds trigger
them I understand a surgical ornce
dure to remove a portion of the colon
would be helpful. yet my doctor sa.,
my colon is like an old stretched hal
loon and it would not help in my case
Do you agree
DEAR READER: You are not hav
ing "attacks" of diverticulosis. These
small sacs, which form with age in the
intestinal lining, ordinarily cause no
symptoms. However. if one or more of
these harmless sacs become inflamed
;diverticulitis'. abdominal pain. gas
and distension may result Treatment for diverticulitis is antibiotics
On occasion, diverticulitis may lead
to bleeding or intestinal abscess In
such cases, surgery may be necessary
to remove the affected portions of the
colon. Obviously, this is not advisable
if extensive portions of the intestine
are involved. Perhaps this is what
your doctor meant
To settle the issue. I recommend a
consultation with a gastroenterolo
gist, who will take a medical history
examine you. review your tests, and
advise you I don't buy your doctor's explanation, maybe the specialist can
answer your specific questions
To give you more information. 1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Diverticular Disease " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send St.25 plus a long, self addressed.
stamped envelope to I'0 Box 2433.
New York. NY 101r.3. Be sure to men
tion the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT A recent CT
scan indicated 1 have an arachnoid
cyst. I've done some research. yet I
would like Your input-for my own
peace of mind.
DEAR READER: The arachnoid is
one of three membranes that encase
the brain and spinal cord. Sometimes.
for no apparent reason, fluid-filled
cysts form in and around this membrane Ordinarily, they are of no con
cern, they're often discovered by accident during X ray tests, such as CT
scans, of the brain
In rare cases, such cysts can
increase the pressure of the liquid
that bathes the brain, leading to
as a general rule
headache. but
they are harmless
1 assume that your doctor teas
sured you that nothing needs to be
done about your arachnoid cyst I
agree If he said something else, let
me know
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Babbage notes
report deadline
Failure to comply with the second
Calloway
in
Corporations
deadline will result in the Secretary
County have until June 30 to file
of Slate issuing a certificate of
their annual verification reports in
by
dissolution
administrative
of
Secretary
his Ace,according to
November 1.
State Bob Babbage.
Missing the second deadline can
Babbage explained that corporacostly in the ways_a_proallies
be
deadline
the
meet
tions which fail to
re-instatement fees, and extra
will receive a second notice which
paperwork, he said.
will be mailed to the corporation's
Babbage said his office mailed
readdress
the
at
agent
registered
80,043 annual verification reports
Local business leaders attending the recent United Way Strategy ported to the Secretary of State last
Breakfast were front row (kit to right) Steve Durbin, Murray Drug; September 1.
to both domestic and foreign corpoPaul Walk, Fisher Price; Stuart Poston, Murray Calloway County
rations doing businesses in Kenmanagers
and
owners
"Business
Hospital. Back row (left to right) Tim Greer, HT Marketing; Ed need to be aware of the legal
tucky.
Shinners, Vanderbilt Chemical; and Sam Parker, WSJP-WBLN. deadline for corporate reporting to
The number of new corporations
Kentucky was higher in 1992
in
possible
and
complications
avoid
than in the previous five years,
administrative dissolution," BabBabbage said.
bage said.
Last year was the first since
"Businesses,especially small bubefore 1988 that over 10,000 new
sinesses, are the backbone of Kentucky's economy, presently provid- corporations filed papers with the
ing nearly half the jobs in the state Secretary of State's office.
At the end of the rust quarter of
"I'd like for the people of Murray and are expected to create nearly 60
A United Way Campaign
year over 80,043 corporations
this
throughout
jobs
new
the
percent of
Strategy Breakfast was held recen- and Calloway County to think of this decade," Babbage said.
in good standing with the
were
few
tly for local business leaders inter- United Way as more than just a
of State's office. Over
the
Secretary
about
information
Providing
to
doors
on
ested in involving their companies volunteers knocking
4,000
new
corporations have filed
govof
requirements
and
services
in the 1993 United Way Campaign. collect donations during the cam- ernment is just one of the ways the the necessary paper work in the
Hosted by Chuck Foster, cam- paign." White said.
office so far this year, Babbage said.
"We want this year's United Way state can assist businesses.
paign chairman, and Susan White,
Executive Director of the local campaign to be FUN! We've alUnited Way, the meeting gave the ready had a great softball tournaexecutives a chance to share ideas ment which involved several local
about campaign strategy and to companies and organizations, and
learn how their employees can be- we are planning a United Way
come a pan of the United Way Volleyball Tournament on July 3 in
team—was required to put on a
Despite the afternoon rain showconjunction with Freedom Fcst."
program.
from
singles
special wardrobe while racing.
hundred
two
over
ers,
excitement,"
a
extra
"For
little
campaign
Way
United
1993
The
160 prizes were donated by
third
Over
the
for
gathered
region
dunking
a
be
the
will
"there
said,
goal has been set at S200,000, White
for the jamboree
local
Kenlake
businesses
at
Jamboree
Singles
annual
event!"
the
at
booth
according
which is very attainable
the
games.
by
hosted
Park,
Resort
about
State
information
further
For
as
involve
to
hopes
She
to White.
of
"We had more participation in the
many people in the community as these United Way activities contact Singles Organizational Society
than ever before," says
Organizational
games
Singles
Murray.
753at
office
Way
United
local
the
year's
possible and to make this
and
newcomers,
"I don't think I've laughed
Dawes.
Societymembers,
of
Bank
Foster,
Chuck
or
0317,
people
that
something
fund-drive
singles
in years."
hard
other
so
from
753-1891
representatives
Murray,
will enjoy being a part of.
The dance, a popular part of the
groups were the participants in this
year's celebration. The purpose of jamboree was emceed by Dottie
the annual jamborees is to provide Saeger, the Singing D.J. Singles
fellowship and networking oppor- danced to a variety of songs, from
waltz hits to the newest country line
tunities for singles. The event is free
dances.
to singles.
Plans are already underway for
"We had singles from four states
next year's jamboree.
at this eveni We had one person
A Murray State University gradu- Center Board. He also served as from Oklahoma City. She heard
"This is one of our largest events
ate student is one of three finalists treasurer of the MSU Student Gov- about the event from a relative and each year," says Dawes,."I'm not
for an international award from ernment Association and was listed drove here just for the jamboree," sure if it's more fun to go or to plan
in Who's Who Among Students in says Public Relations Officer, the event. Our committee has a lot
Sigma Chi fraternity.
J. Jason Hawkins,a May graduate American Universities and Col- Pamela Dawes. "I thought that was of fun planning it."
from Murray State, is one of three leges.
The Singles Organizational Socunique."
Hawkins and the other two final—
students selected in a nationwide
The games participation was a iety is a nonprofit support and social
competition and search for the Inter- ists will be interviewed by members highlight of the 1993 jamboree.
group for single adults., The SOS is
national Balfour Award. The award of the Balfour Award Committee at Singles spent the afternoon and
not a dating service. The main
annually recognizes the outstanding the international convention of evening playing volleyball, bad- group meets every Tuesday night at
graduating senior of Sigma Chi Sigma Chi June 22-26 in Toronto, minton,bingo and organized relays. the Murray Chamber of Commerce
social fraternity. Created in 1929 Ontario. The recipient of the InterThe relay races included such at 7pm. All singles are invited to
and named for L.G. Balfour, a past
national Balfour Award will be events as the water balloon toss and attend. For more information, call
grand consul of Sigma Chi, the
announced during the convention. a clothes competition where each Jeanne at 753-0224.
award is based on four criteria -scholarship. character, fraternity
service and campus leadership. He
was nominated for the award by the
MSU chapter of Sigma Chi.
Hawkins,the son of Herman and
Judy Hawkins of Dixon, graduated
from Murray State in May with a
degree in finance. He is pursuing a
master's of business administration
BUYER
degree at Murray State.
1.) Executive with Family
He was named the Outstanding
Senior Man and spoke at Murray's
commencement May 8. He is past
president of the MSU chapter of
2.) Retired Couple
Sigma Chi. As an undergraduate he
was a member of Beta Gamma
Sigma, Omicron Delta Kappa and
3 ) Single Sportsman
Gamma Beta Phi honorary societwith cash
ies, the University Appeals Board,
Order of Omega, Dean's Student
Advisory Council, Finance and
4 ) Couple from Florida
Economics Club and the University

1989 Acura Legend LS Coupe
Air, AM/FM stereo cassege with graphic
equalizer, pwr. windows,pia.door locks,
pwr. mirrors, sunroof, leather interior,
tilt, cruise, cast aluminum wheels &
more!

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Leaders meet to discuss
United Way involvement

•

Hwy. 641 • Murray

Read the classifieds
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FRANKFORT,KY — Chairman
George Edward Overbey, Jr. of the
Kentucky Public Service Commission urged the House Appropriations Committee today to fully fund
the Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program (LIHEAP).
Overbey said, "The LIHEAP
program is an important safety net
program for low-income households. Seventy percent of households who receive LIHEAP assistance have annual incomes of less
than $8,000, so facing the energy
burden by themselves can be difficult, if not impossible."
Chairman of the House Appropriations Committee is William
Natchcr, of Bowling Green, Kentucky. His committee could act on
the measure as soon as Thursday of
this week.
Last year in Kentucky, LIHEAP
provided S19 million in assistance
to 188,500 households, including
those receiving "crises" help, a
one-time payment to those in need
from having their utilities shut off.
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AMERICA'S
$0.1
PREFERRED
BRAND* DEPENDABLE

BIG LOAD
DRYERS

MAYTAG
• Commercially proven
• Largest door opening
in the industry
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Mailbox Posts
Pre-cut treated pine is ready to
assemble Sturdy 31/2**31/ex8e-
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MYERS

DO YOU KNOW OF A PROPERTY
FOR THESE BUYERS?
NEEDS
4 Bedroom - 3 baths, living room plus family room $125.000 and up. (Call James)
2 or 3 bedroom in town or close to town - small yard a
plus (Call Billie)
Lake property with house, easy access to marina or a
private dock $80,000 to $100,000. (Call Rebecca)

51

3 bedrooms in city - close to a church - $50,000 to
$60.000 range (Call Betty)
$100,000 to $150,000 with 4 bedrooms, dining room.
family room . living room (Call James)

Mature family moving up

•••••••••
6.) Couple with two children
in Middle School and High School

3 bedrooms 2 baths, priced in $50,000 range. (Call
Billie)

7.) Single man retiring

Lake area - up to $80,000 property
upgrading (Call Tina)

8) Young growing family

Needs 4 bedrooms, - like new - 3500 to 4000 sq ft
up to $225.000 (Call Dian)

9.) Family of 3
Good jobs

3 bedrooms, two baths in town $60,000 to $70,000
range (Call Brenda)

10 ) Couple near retirement
Have large down payment

"Would like home in Lynnwood or close to town" (Call
ina)

11 ) Tennessee guy

Land for hunting- Will accept acreage in Tennessee or
Kentucky (Call Betty)

Can need

IF YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO MAY WANT TO SELL
A HOME THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF ONE OF OUR BUYERS,
PLEASE CALL:

Oniuoell
I (WI

.
W )rkr, Wonder,

American Heart Association

Cash & Car

'Based on consumer brar•S preference survey,

1-4111
.
4
It

15i3

Superdeck
Pressure Treated
Wood Stain

MAYTAG
•Built to last longer,
fewer repairs
•Costs less to service
• Scratch resistant,
porcelain enamel top

Visa-MC-Discover

Open Mon-Fri'5 Sat B-12

oNIVIAITAG
DEPENDABLE
HEAVY DUTY
WASHERS

Good

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

WAREHOUSE
UM E
CLEARANCE SAL
BUY NOW.. Save big on dependable MAYTAG

211
11400.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Hawkins named one of
three finalists for award

Overbey urges
full funding of
energy project

.
- 414S
47

MYERS

More than 200 singles
gathered for jamboree

NOTICE

753-2617

411 Maple Street

Murray, Ky.

753-1713

Loretta

Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

